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In carrying fort.h an understanding stucy of the reli-
gious literature of the Christian Church it is essential 
that one have a thorough understanding of the stream of 
thought and the heritage out of which it grew. There have 
been scholars who have attempted to divorce Jesus completely II' 
:trom his Jewish background, and in their attempt to paint a I, 
true portrait of the great leader of men, they have failed. 
H. L. Willett, in his illuminating work entitled, Qyr Bible, 
~ Origin, Character and Value, states, ..... the two testa-
ments are linked together in an indissoluble unity. One 
cannot know the one without the other. As the cord to the 
bow, or the hand to the harp, these collections of religious 
documents are essential to each other. Tert.ullian phrased 
the idea in the 11nes familiar to the fathers of the church: 
'In the Old Testament the New is concealed; 1 In the New Testament, the Old is revealed!" 
The truth of this quotation is illustrated many times 
in Jesus' own religious life. His Bible was the Old Testa-
ment and we have evidence that he used it often. In his 
moment of temptation he refered to the scriptures. In his 
contest with the Pharisees he made liberal use of the Old 
Testament. He seems fami11ar with Isaiah and Jonah and has 
steeped his mind with the works of Moses. 
-----
1 P• 148 
' 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
I' 
i! 
on the Cross his mind instinctively is filled with the words 
of his Bible. "We can multiply the instances allnost indef-. 
initely and t.hey are all turns of thought which Jesus took 
from the inexhaustable treasure-house of the Bible, with 
which he was so faailiar. 111 
It is in the confidence that. we cannot understand the . 
teachings of Jesus as isolated utterances, and ca:mot. com-
prehend his religious genius without a thorough knowledge 
of the literar,y heritage out of which it comes that. we have 
carried on this invest.igation. That. t.his is in keepi~ with 
modern critical scholarship is att.est.ed by E. F. Scot.t. in his 
work, The Gospel and It.s Tribut.aries, where he writ.es, "The 
scholar who t.ries to interpret the New Testament from its 
historical antecedents is t.aking no liberty, but. is only ap-
plying in one part.icular domain a law which is universally 
valid."2 
There are four great. values t.hat will come from t.his 
I . 
study: We will first. be able to determine Jesus' regard for, 
and attit.ude toward, the Old Testament.. 
We shall also be able to det.ermine how Jesus' teachings 
and message root. in the moral and ethical commande of the 
Pent.ateuch, the preachments of the prophets, and the writings 
of inspired Jews. This study should also lead to a bet.ter 
understanding of t.he mind of Christ as he lived and faced 
-----l Otto Borchert, The Original Jesus, P• 229 
2 P• 6 
the problems and situations of his day. Finally, it will 
throw a light on what the modern attitude toward, and regard 
:for, the Old Testament should be. This will be especially 
profitable and is one of the great needs of modern religion. 
community is ••• to disengage the permanently valid religious 
values from their concrete, specific and temporary context, 
of a changing experience in such a way as to :free them :for 
use in the living experience of the present."1 
It is hoped that this study will bring us closer to the 
Christ of history and to the validity of the .Old Testament 
for contemporary living. 
In proceeding with the study there are several very 
definite problems which we will face and attempt to answer: 
A. To determine how ~esus used the material from the 
Old Testament which be quoted and to which be alluded. was 
he seeking a basis of authority for his teaching? Was he 
attempting to illustrate the historical :fulfillment of the 
Old Testament prophecy? was his use of the Old Testament 
limited to a homiletical one, or was it the source of his 
own personal religious nurture? 
B. To determine whether ~esus possessed, and used, a 
critical knowledge of the scriptures, or only had a general 
grasp of the spirit of the scriptures. 
c. To determine whether ~esus placed an evaluation on 
1 The Living Bible, P• 211 
i 
li 
4 
, ___ _ 
the several sections o£ the Hebrew Bible. The Bible con-
sisted of the Law {Torah), the Prophets {Uebiim), and the 
Writings {Kethubim). Did he regard all three in the same 
light, or did he regard one or the other in a higher light 
and attach more importance to the words found in it? 
Even though many volumes have been written on Biblical 
criticism there still remain great questions which make it 
difficult to arrive at any definite conclusions in such a 
study •. In the mind of some scholars these difficulties com-
pletely block any attempt to.draw conclusions and any con-
' .. 
clusions which may be arrived at will be discounted on the I 
!I 
basis of the scholar's own personal belief. In the first !I 
II 
place it is difficult to definitely establish in what lan- II 
guage Jesus contacted the Bible. The maJority of the quota- I' II 
tiona which are attributed to him in the synoptic gospels 11 
11 
. :v:::: t:~::::i:;· th:i:t:t ~:::~~; ::::: ::tead II 
of the original Hebrew.1 Concerning this he says, "The I.J(X !I 
was at best an inexact translation, in many places hardly 
more than a paraphrase. 112 Charles Guignebert, in his schol-
arly work entitled Jesus, holds that there is great danger 
o£ overemphasizing the use of Greek in the time of Jesus.3 
He cannot agree with Gustav Dalman who maintains that Jesus 
conversed in Hebrew with the scribes, in Aramaic with the 
1 H. L. Willett., .QE• cit., P• 151 
2 Ibid., P• 151 . 
3 P• 138 
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disciples, and understood Greek as well.1 ·Guignebert does 
believe that the Greek had a place but he doubts that the 
place was very large as early as Jesus' time. To substan-
tiate this thesis he points to the fact that the gos~el 
writers place /~amaic in the mouth of Jesus .whenever they 
wish to give the impression of a direct utterance. He like-
wise points to the fact that Josephus first wrote his Jewish 
~ in Aramaic. Titus addressed Jerusalem in Aramaic. 
Greek may have been known among the traders and the aristo-
crats, but it is doubtfUl that Jesus used it for he was 
neither a trader nor an aristocrat. Guignebert further says 
concerning this problem, 11 It is doubtfUl whether be actually 
knew Hebrew. He spoke Aramaic, and it was in this language 
that the Bible was read in his synagogue •112 It is not 
possible to determine definitely the source from which Jesus 
quoted. Scott holds that many of the quotations were not 
drawn from either language but were a paraphrase of both 
with little preference shown.3 11We can form no absolute 
rule as to source; although a large proportion are based on 
the Septuagint, probably none are directly from the Hebrew, 
and some are evidently /~ait.aic renderings. 114 
This obstacle lea~ directly into the second major I 
di1'ficul.ty in dealing with our 'problem. Since the synoptic l1 
-----
1 
II 
G. Dalman, Jesus-Jeshus. Die drei 5prachen Jesu, 263 f~l 
From Ch. Guignebert, 212• ill•t p. 138 footnote. i' 
2 Ch. Guignebert, QJ:!. cit., P• 137 'I 
: __ u_j~t~~~!£_~~;!~ !~:nl!!lE!:h!:~~~r~7 6~c•c···Jj 
if I. gospels were not written unt>il between thirty and fifty years li 
after the events took place, and considering the very nature 
of' their composition and construction it is exceedinglY 
difficult to be certain that maQY of the words that have 
been preserved as coming :t:rom the lips of Jesus were not 
placed there by later gospel editors. "CertainlY . there is 
no guarantee," writes R. Bultman, "that all the sayiJ18S in 
the Gospels in which Jesus cites words of' scripture were 
really spoken by him; many were surely put into his mouth 
by the church, in order to justify its own position."1 
There is no doubt that Jesus did rely extensivelY on the 
Bible of his time. He would not have been n Jew who went 
regularlY to the temple and read in the synagogue if' the 
:I 
! 
' 
I 
I 
li 
,I 
1l 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II II 
I' 
11 II 
ii I; 
!] 
sacred book had not been the very foundation of' his religious I' 
,I 
belief and action and the stimulus for his moral thinking. 
" ••• Although the gospel writers can hardly have failed to 
II 
!i II 
:i 
ji 
exaggerate somewhat the number and accuracy of' his references 1 
to the text. 112 
These two critical problems, about which ILanY varied 
opinions have been presented in the hope of clarifYing them, 
render it most difficult to distinguish the exact faithfUl-
ness with which Jesus followed the Hebrew Bible when he used 
scriptural material. However we may be sure of this, that 
regardless of the additions made by the editors and the 
-----1 Jesus ~ ~ Word, p. 62 
2 Ch. Guignebert, Jesus, p. 137 
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variations in the la.Dguage of the texts, the recordi.Dg of 
Jesus• words were drawn up near enough to the historical 
Jesus that violence could not have been done to his major 
teachings. This is the area in which we will deal. While 
we .will not ignore the critical attitude which questions the 
authenticity of the words of Jesus, only in the case of 
dependable scholastic agreement will the recorded word of 
Jesus be ignored. In this study we shall not attempt to 
catalogue each quotation and classifY all of his references, 
but shall attem~t to get behind the individual case and see 
.I 
!I 
II 
II 
how the mind of Christ was workir.g, to determine what really II 
'I 
II was his attitude toward the Bible of his time. 
It would be most helpfUl if we could pierce the veil 
of ignorance which surrounds the first thirty years of Jesus 
life. Many have tried and the results have been extremely 
varied. The only limitations to such work are the confines 
of human imagination and fancy. We IWst face the fact that 
it is im:possible to be sure of the extent o!' the training 
which Jesus did receive in the scriptures. In attempting 
to reconstruct this area o!' his life, we are forced to !'all 
back on "more or less probable conjecture •111 
However we are able to get some light on the problem 
by looking into the custom of the time to see what the 
· average Jewish youth was required to do and to see what con-
1 Ibid., P• 134 
I' 
il 1: 
7 
!I 
11 8 
I! 
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11 
stituted the training in the Hebrew home. George Holley . ii\ 
,, 
Gilbert. says, "In a home like that of Joseph and Mary a child :1 
,, 
began to learn the law as soon as it began to SI>eak."1 ii 
I' 
Batt.enhouse tells us that, 11The religious life of every Jewish[ 
·! 
child was nurtured by a well ordered plan of education. He 1 1 
i\ 
ii 
II 
I' 
was taught the scriptures and instructed in the faith of his 
fathers. 112 The words of the Pentateuch comwmded the Jews 
sayirJg, "Therefore shall ye lay up these words in your helll't il 
I' 
aDd i.n your soul; ••• And ye shall teach them to your children, 11 
I 
talking of them, when thou sit.test in thy house, and when 
thou rise at up ••• "3 To all who obeyed these words greut. thingil 
were promised. Victory, power and prosperity would come to 
that people who would teach their children the commandments 
of the Lord. 
The only'scriptural reference that we have to the early 
lif'e of' Jesus would seem to indicate that Jesus was nurtur·ed 
I
I,·. 
'
1,\ 
li 
as a Jewish youth should be nurtured. In Luke 2:52 it tel.ls II 
II 
'I 
that "Jesus advanced in wisdom aDd stature, and in favor 
with God and man." "The incident shows clearly that in the ,, ,, 
home, the school., and the synagogue at Nazareth he had been II !I 
li 
carefully instructed in the scriptures and the history of his i 
race •114 :, 
-----1 
2 
3 
4 
There is no doubt that the co=anas of the Law were 11 ll 
The Students Life of Jesus, P• 38 
H:'"""M. Battenhouse,The Bible Unlocked, P• 319 
Deuterono~ 11:18 ff; also see Deuterono~ 4:9; 
James Mackinnon, The Historic Jesus, P• 36 
.-
1/ 
11 6:20 f ,, 
'I I, 
I· ,, 
I I. ,, 9 
I' 
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carried out in the home. However there is ~:~~~Y -:s -:o l-
It 
how much fUrther they were in practice. Josephus gives the 
idea that in his time there was a regular curriculum.1 This 
included the hon.a, elementury school, synagoi,-ue, and the 
school of the rabbi. ~ben these elementar,y schools were 
organized is uncertain. Josephus and Philo say that it was 
about the beginnir.g or the first century A. D. However the 
II 
I! 
I 
·I 
it j! 
,, 
,, 
II 
.I 
I Jerusalem Talmud attributes the organization of these schools :1 
:; ij 
to 5imon ben-Shetach, between 78 and 69 B. c. On the other , 
1
1 
hand the Babylonian Talmud attributes their organization to !I 
Joshua ben-Gamba .who was high priest from 63-65 A. D. 
I, 
Concern.;. 
ing this Gilbert refers to 10Keim (Jesus of r;azareth II, 1.51) 
who thinks that the first were established about 64 A. D. 
while SchUrer (Geschichte des jlldischen Volkes II, 424) is 
of the opinion that they may have existed in the time of 
Christ. 112 
I 
i 
I 
I 
' II 
I' 
,[ 
li 
II The majority of GCholars feel that each of the villugea, :1 
the size of nazareth, had a synagogue at the time of' Jesus 
and that the Jewish children went there at the age of seven 
yearo. It would not be hard for us to believe that Jesus 
did attend such a school, for it would be easier to under-
stand his unusual. mastery of the Scriptures if he did have 
such an early t.raining.3 
-----1 Ch. Guignebert, .QE. cit., P• 1.35 
2 G. H. Gilbert, .QE• cit., P• 38 
3 See I!. JJ. nattenhouse, .Qll. cit., P• 319. Also see w. R. 
11 ,, 
,: 
,, 
II 
II 
I 
Bowie, The Master, p. 40, "In the synagogue school i 
.Jesus gaii:o.ed that mastery of the Old Testament which was, 
• -~-~=.~~=.~~:==e~~~~~~~o~s~=~i~=t=~:~--~i~.=~:.~~~~~=~e •• ~d :o~~--~ _ jj 
!j 
II 
'I 10 
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It is doubtful that Jesus had any training beyond the 
possibility of the synago,:;ue school. But he was thoroughly 
steeped in Scripture, It was the very hevrt and life of 
the yolir,g man and his mind continually thought in terms of : 
it. "The real source of the teaching of Jesus was the teach- : 
ing of the Old Testan:ent. Jesus had read it, and had read 1 
' it deeply, and he has sho~m an extraordiru=.ry instinct, if we 1, 
mey put it so, in drawir,g out from it its most spiritual 
1 lessons." Even though scholars cannot de:finitely establish 
the exact extent of Jesus trainillg there is one fact that 
they canr~t refUte--that Jesus was a thorough student of 
the Bible; that he had so schooled himseli in the religious 
literature of his people that they we1·e astonished at his 
mastery of it.2 
~nen we speak of the Bible of Jesus we cannot think of 
it i.u terms o:f our Bible of today. For it was not incor-
porated in one finely printed and bound volume, but waa 
contained on scrolls, which were awkward and expensive. 
They were not available to all and were difficult to stu~. 
The manner of study, if' we may rely on the accounts of the 
schools, was oral; the scril;tures being read and the pupils 
committing the passages to memory. There were many para-
1 J •• c. HeadlEllll, Jesus Christ ,!!! History ,!!!!2 in Faith, 
,: ,, 
,, 
" ',,
. II 
'I I,;: 
~ i !I 
!I 
lj 
I 
' 
:! 
!j 
P• 80 : 
2 See G. H. Gilbert, .212• ill•, p. 39. "Certain it is that 
his accurate and comprehensive knowledge of the law im- · 
plies that he studied it. lor.g and patiently for himself • 11 
phrases of the scriptures vlhich were more current among the 
people th<m the actual words of the Testement. 
The Bible of Jesus • day was divided into three sections. ' 
The oldest of these sections was k· oww·to-the Jews as the 
Torah, or the Law, and was ascribed by Jewish t1·aciition to 
the pen of Moses. The second section contained the v.:riti.ngs 
of the p·ophets and was knovm as the Irebiim in the Eebrew 
scriptures. The final section w£B that which was last added 
to the CWlOn and it contained the writi:-;,gs of men who had 
been inspired. This section, which was known as the WJ:•i ti:ngs 
or the Ketlrubim, contained the work of men as late as 120 
B. c. \'ie should not think of these }:looks as forming a si.r..gle' 
unity. The Jews did not regc.rd them as a single canon but 
as three separate canons, each canon being evaluated 
separately •1 Concerning this Newton klann has said; "The .fact 
is not to be overlooked, in the Jewish accountir~, the canon ' 
always remained tripo.rtite, having three degrees of holiness.' 
The highest degree ~longs to the first part, the Law; the 
second degree to the prophets (and old histories); U1e third 
and lowest degree to the books of the last added scriptures.~ 
w. H. Green, in ex:plainix;g this variance in the evaJ.uation 
placed on the separate sections of the early canon, main-
tains that it was due to the status of the authors.3 The Law 
1 
2 
3 
see llewton Mann, 'l'he Evolutio_B .Q!: . .§; Great Literature t 
P• 2ll ff . 
Ibid, P• 221 
General .:I::n:;,:tr:::..::o:.:du=c;.:t;.;:i:.:o:..n ~ ~ Old Testament, p. 80 ff 
ll 
held its cent.rnJ. position because its authorship was at.tri- :, 
buted to Uoses vho held a preemiz.ent place in t.he he&rts o:f 
all. the Jews. It wus natural that anything which c~ from 
hll. v:ould hold a sacred ana authorit;:;.tive pJ.ace in their 
estir:;ation. The prophets were 11a distinct order o1' men, 
universally recognized as such, the immediate messe:ngers 
of God to the people to declare his will and purposes to 
them for their guidance, instruction and acimoni tion. 111 The 
books contair.ed in the section o:f the Vil'itings were the 
work of inspired men who we.t·e not prophets in the technical 
and accepted sense of the word. Their v;ork w<.<.s regarded as 
I 
~ ! 
! 
i: ,, 
il 
i! 
froJJ: God but they did not have the cl.ose relationship to God 'j 
that would give their \'i'OI'k the esteem and 
2 the ot.her tv1o sections shared. 
authority whlch 
The actual canon w<:c not. closed until after the tizle 
of Christ, when the Council of Jewish rabbis l1eld at Jamnia, 
closed the queotion. Eowever ·"we have in our Protesumt 
bibles pl·ecisely the S<.L.t".a documents that Je•Jlsh &uthori ties 
had practically decided on be :fore the Christian ex·a • .,S 
Even though the Jewish bible contair.ed the same documents 
they were not arr~~ed in the same manner nor broken up into 
the sruJ:e divisions. The Jewish bible had twenty-four books 
instead oi' the thirty-nine of the Protestant bible. The 
1 W. H. Green, .212·· ill• 1 p. 80 
2 See w. E.·Green1 Ql2. cit., P• 81. 3 Uewton :.;rum, ~ Evolution.£!.§ Gre<:t Literature, 
P• 209 
" ,, 
'I 
i 
'I 
12 
work o£ the twelve :prophots wc.s placed in one book entitled 
"The 7\';elve". s=el, Iar.gs und Chror.icles J:w.d not been 
divided ir.to two books, ru'ld Nehemo:.h and :Szra were included 
in the s~e book.1 
liith this brie£ survey of Jesus' bible let us proceed 
with J'ur study of his use o£ the bible of his tin.e. . J.s we 
advar.ce we shall ~e a ~re det~iled study of the coLtents 
of tl,e Law, the Propllets and the Writir.gs, and s1,all esti.lzu;.te .• 
Jesus• regtird for the ~itiLgs found in each. 
-----1 ilewton .umn, .Q.i2. cit., P• 208 t:f 
' i: 
i. 
13 
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3 
appear until a thousqnd yeurs later. ,j :i 
d There is no record of divine records being in existance il 
----- 11 
1 
2 
3 
The Bible .!!: ~ Making, P• ll3 · 
H. B. Branscomb, Jesus !illS! the ~ of l.!oses, p. 21 
J. Paterson Smyth, 2l1• ill•, P• 76 
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prior to the early seventh century B. c. The prophets do 
not refer to each other and there is no indication that they 
l had in their possession any sacred canon of scriptures. 
In II I:irJgs chaptez· twenty-two we have the account of the 
Deuteronomic reform under Josiah. At this time the kernel 
of our present book of Deuteronomy was "found". Scholars 
agree that at this time, 621 B. c., Deuteronomy l2 to 26 
w~s first introduced to the Jews. "On the whole the book 
l1 
I' 
I 
il 
II 
was accepted as a revelation of the Law of !.loses, and became ,\ 
II 
II at once sacrosanct. For ne<lrly two hundred years it was the 
sole writing so regarded. • •• It constituted the sum total 
of the word of God to Israel, and it was only the substance 
2 
of our present book of Deuteronomy." 
The collected works of the Pentateuch made their first 
appearance in the Dible, record in Nehemiah, chapter eight, 
when Ezra went up from Babylon to Jerusalem about 458 B. c.3 
~~en the walls of the ruined town had been rebuilt Ezra 
4 brought forth the compilation neer the yew 444 B. c. 
Scholars have been able to detect four strands in the Pen-
tateuch. They have ~~en able to distinguish between the 
various strands by the name used to designate the supreme 
deity, and by the languege and ideas which are set forth. 
i ~~~-~trand is known as the Yahwistic (or Jehovistic) document! 
! 
1 
2 
3 
~~ewton ~' Tho Evo1ution of a Great Literature, P• 209l 
aewton ,\lallil, .Ql2. ill•t P• 211 
See Newton ilwm, Qn• ill•, p. 211; also J • Warschauer, 1 
What.!.§ .YM! Bible, P• 80 
4 J. 'riarschauer, Qll• ill•, p. 80 
and is so called because it uses the name Yahweh for God. 
This source is indicQted by the letter J. This source be-
longs to the ninth century and scholars feel that it comes 
out of the southern kingdom of Judah. The second strand is 
the Elohistic document, so called because it uses the name 
Elohim. This is refered to as the E document. Since the / 
writiiJg which is included in this strand gives prominence I 
!I 
to the Northern kingdom of Israel, or Ephraim, it is considered' il 
that this strand of the Pentateuch came from that section of :\ 
Palestine. The third strand is that which is designated by 1 
the letter D and is known as the Deuteronomic document. This ,\ 
represents the greater part of Deuterono~. The final sectioJ! 
of the Pentateuch is known as the P, or Priestly document, 
and is considered to be the last of the sections of the 
, 
Pentateuch to be added. This constitutes the frame work 
which the J, E, and D documents are set.l The following 
diagram will show at a glance how the Pentateuch came into 
being through a gradual process o:f evoluti~: 
Cu. o \....,.ws, d dd i.ons 
1 
2 
D 
J DP l.f' e.nta '\.e. v. .. 1"1) (..,.._, '\oo e..c:..) 
For a detailed discussion o:f these documents see J. 
Warschauer, ~bat is the Bible, chapter III, PP• 64 to 
Also, C. F. 'K'eiit, The Growth~ Content .2:£ ~ .Q!.!a 
Testament, pp. 159 to 199 
J. Viarscbauer, .Q12. ill•t P• 96 
'I II 
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Thus, having its origin :far back in Jewish histor,y, .and 
being so closely associated with the religious and social 
histor,y o:f the land, the Jews were taught to reverence it, 
and were impressed with the :fact that their progress and 
national prosperity were dependent upon their strict ad-
herence to its dictates. 
SUrrounding the Torah was a wall o:f dogma as old as the 
- +t---=·.-: =---=-=---: -----
1 
I books themselves, which prevented their change, forced respect: 
I' 
and required a type o:f obedience which haunted all devout 'I 
Jews. It was taught that the books had been verbally in-
spired by God; that they were eternally valid and universally 
cogent; and that they were exhaustive of divine revelation. 
The result was a studied worship of the precepts of the law, 
il a morality of obedience which had so gripped the minds of '[ 
the Jews that the heart had dropped completely out of their l1 
li 
. 'I 
religion. It was an external and formal obedience which 11 
used the Torah for every phase of their life1and which lifted 1: 
words and precepts out of their context and expanded them to 
ever,y phase of human life. 2 It would be difficult to place 
too much emphasis on the fact that at Jesus• time the re-
ligious life had become an external and formal worship of 
the Laws which were included in the Torah. "There is a con-
stant concession that no word of God can be spoken to compare 
fur a mo100nt with the Law.n3 
I 
With. this fact before us it wi~ not seem straDge that 
a great portion of his quotations come from the books which 
were included in the Law ••• from Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers 1 and Deuteronomy. Let us look at these references 
I in detail. In fo~owing the quotations of Jesus we shall use ii li 
the order of Matthew for his gospel has preserved for us more il 
!I 
of Jesus• direct quotations than has either of the other two. li 
In 100st of the cases the text of Matthew will be cited unl.ess \[ 
recognized authorities agree that the text of Mark or Luke 
is nearer the words which Jesus used. In Matthew 4:1-~ 
(Luke 4:1-13) is given the account of Jesus• encounter with 
the devil in the wilderness. In each of the altercations 
Jesus• rejoinder is taken from Deuteronomy "Nhich has caused 
Plummer to observe that it would seem to indicate that Jesus 
had recently read that book.1 The devil tempts Jesus to 
turn the stones into bread, "but he answered him and said, 
It is written, Man sh~ not live by bread alone, but by 
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God." Here 
Jesus is quoting Deuteronomy 8:3 1 "man doth not live by 
[I 
I 
! 
--1 bread only, but by everything that proceedeth out of the 
mouth of Jehovah doth man live." The author of Deuteronomy I[ 
was refering to the forty years in the wilderness and the II 
'I 
hardship there. God had tested the Jews and taught them that]! 
ll 
it 
! 
spiritual food could give sustenance when physical strength 
-----1 A. Plumer, Gospel of ~; .L. ~ ~~ p. 110 
was lacking. Jesus is also distinguishir..g between material 
food and spiritual food with which God sustair~ life. 
Toy maintains that the n:eaning of the passage in Deuteronorcy 
l.' 
and of Jesus• use of the Old Testammt passage are the same. ]I 
Jesus was then transported to the temple pir~cle and [[ 
was tempted to throw hiltsel.f down. In reply to the devil's [I 
taunt, "Jesus said unto him, J.gain it is written, Thou shalt 
not make trial of the Lord thy God." Here Jesus was quoting I 
Deuteronomw 6:16 where the reference is to the lack of faith 
II 
of the Israelites at Massah where they· were without water and 1 
tried the Lord with their doubting. Jesus was giving the I 
same meaning. Trying and testing the Lord shows lack of 
faith. 
In response to the invitation of Satan to bow down and 
worship him Jesus again goes to Deuteronomy and replies "it 
II 
il 
II 
i 
I 
is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only I 
d 
shalt thou serve. 112 All of these temptations are but the II 
ii 
record of a personal experience. No one knew what went on [i 
in the mind of Christ. Some scholars would tell us that there
1
1 
never was such a period of concentrated temptation in Jesus' 
life. There is small doubt that· all these altercations are I 
but the fi~·ative expression of a psychological experience \I 
of the master. 
j! 
Jesus was here turning to familiar literature li 
I! !I to help solve the problems that were confronting him. 
-----1 
2 
G;uotation .1B the ~ Testament, p. · 20 
Deuteronomy 6:13 -.~tthew 4:10; Luke 4:8 
He was ,, I; 
I' il 
li 
,: 
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i a Jew, and was seeking help, as a:tJy Jew would when he was in ' 
trouble, from the Law. "Jesus reveals to us very c;le<lrly 
that the Old Testament beloQgs to the very nerve and fiber 
of his religious life ••• and that it is in the light and terms 
of the purest piety of the Old Testament that he makes criti-
cal choices and lasting decisioll!i and that he solves his 
most pressing problems ... 1 
In the fifth chapter of Matthew we come to a series of 
utterances where Jesus is refering to the Law of-the Torah, 
only to extend its meaning further into the lives of men. 
In 5:21 Jesus said, 11Ye have heard that it was said to them 
of old tilLS, Thou shalt not kill; and whosoever shall kill 
shall be in dallger of the judgment; but I say unto you ••• 11 
and he proceeded to tell his auditors that anger agaiDSt a 
brother was just as serious as ltUl'der. Jesus does mt make 
an exact quotation but does manage a bood summary of the old 
Israelitic law found in Exodus 20:13 and Deuteronomy 5:17 
where it is recorded in both the catalogues of the ten com-
mandments. In expounding this command Jesus shows that it 
must be applied spiritually as well as externally. 
, In 5:27 Jesus recalls the precept of the decalogue pro-
hibi tiQg adulteifand extends that precept to include all 
lustful! thoughts. Here he does what Walter Bundy terms, 
"inwardize religion" or D:ake it a subjective force "~;.hat 
[i 
II 
11 
II 
\I 
I' 
I 
li 
'I II 
I 
' 
I 
!I 
l1 
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i\ 
ii 
I! 
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l. 
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Walter E. Bur.dy, The Religion of Jesus, P• 20 !1 
Exodus 20:14 and DeUteronomy 5:I8 il 
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prompts clean action through clean thinking. 
In Matthew 5:31 Jesus goes on: "It was said also, Who-
soever shall put away his wife, let him give her a writing 
of divorcement: but I say unto you .... 111 Two verses later be 
adds: 11hgain, ye have heard that it was said to them of old 
time, Thou shalt not forswear thyself, but shalt perform 
unto the Lord thine oaths: but I say unto you •• •"2 In 
!Jatthew 5:38 he seizes on the age old Lex taliones: 311Ye 
have heard that it was said, /JJ. eye for an eye, and a tooth 
for a tooth: but I say unto you•·• 11 Here he has taken the 
' I 
I 
II I! 
I 
words from ExodUs 21:24 while 
24:20 also contain the same. 
DeuteronoiDYl9:2l and Leviticus) 
This must have been familiar 
to the Jews for Jesus to have refered to it so casual~. 
In the forty-third verse Jesus says 11Ye have heard that it 
was said, Thou shalt love thy neighbor, and hate thine eneiDY: 
I 
I 
II 
il 
l 
2 
DeuteronoiDY 24:1,3 \I 
Numbers 30:2; Exodus 20:7; Leviticus 19:12; Deuteronomy, 
23:21 . 
See Philip Van Ness Myers, IUstocy !!:!! ~ Ethics, 
P• 21 f. "Closely related to tlle punishment oi.' homi-
cide in primitive society is punishment of lesser offenses, 
especially the infliction of bodily injury, within the 
social group. Here primitive vengeance rules. The person 
wror~ed or injured inflicts such punishment upon the 
offer4er as passion or resentment may dictate. As time 
passes, however, and the sense of justice grows more dis-
criminating, there are limits set to this primitive ven-
gearu:e. There is established what is called the rule of 
equi vu.lence • The avenger is not allowed to wreak upon the , 
offender indiscriminate lind unmeasured punishment, but is I 
restricted to the infliction upon him of exactly such injury [ 
and pain as be has inflicted upon his victim. Hence arose I 
the ~ taliones, limb for limb, eye for eye, and tooth , 
for tooth." I 
This is the same law which was written in the Jewish 
Law. 
· ..I c~.coc-.~.c~ccc 
.. 
I -
but I say unto you ••• 11 The first half of this reference is 
to Leviticus 19:18 but the latter half is a general reference ; 
I 
to the Old Testament attitude of narrow nationalism which 
is so characteristic of certain of· the Psalms. Here Jesus 
is doing away with the narrow conception of neighbor and is 
advocating brotherhood on a wider scale than the Law had per-
mitted with its close distinction between Jew arid Gentile. 
Jesus was accepting the authority of the Law, but he was ii 
asking the Jews to go beyond it, to be critical when they I 
. . . !I 
obeyed it, and to try to gear their inner lives up to a high- 11 
Ji 
er ·level of obedience than mere externa1 conformity to the II 
£ormal dictates of age old custom. He was not revolting, 
but was appealing £or what D. R. Bultman bas termed "radical 
obedience" which is questioning and believes that "It is the 
content which determines whether a word of scripture is God's 
coiill!lalld or not."1 
The Pharisee came to Jesus accusing his disciples of 
having transgressed the Law o£ the Sabbath. With keen in-
sight into the scriptures Jesus picked out parts that would 
confound them in their own manner. 11He anewered and said 
unto them, Vihy do ye also tranegress the commandment of God 
j1 
il 
1: 
il 
because o£ your tradition? For God said, Honor thy £ather II 
ii 
:: 
and thy mother: and he that speaketh evil of £ather or mother,:l 
let him die the death. But ye SB¥•••"2 Jesus continued to \] 
II 1 
2 
D. R. Bultman, QI!. cit., P• 75 
·uatthew 15:4 and Mark 7:10 II 
II 
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show them that in accepted practices they were going against 1; 
the law as set forth in Exodus 20:12 and Deuteronomy 5:16; 
and ExodUs 21:17 and Leviticus 20:9. Jesus was here engaged 
in a polemic. He was trying to demonstrate the inconsistency 
of the Pharisees and the scribes who had cone to criticize 
him. Jesus acted in a prophetic manner. He went back to 
the law ot Moses and reJected practice and ceremony. He is 
not goir;g against the Law. In fact he is agreeing with the 
spirit of it. Jesus was here trying to seek authority tor 
his action. 
[I 
In Matthew 18:16 we have a quotation from Deuteronomy 
19:15, .11 ••• that at the mouth of two or three witnesses every-· 
thing may be established." This seems to have been a byword 
that was current in Palestine. Jesus• use here was a homi-
letic use. Words that were familiar to the audience were 
found,in Deuteronomy and seemed to fit the situation. 
I' ,, 
The Pharisees came to him another time trying him, ask- li 
'I 
ing him his opinion about divorce. Jesus turned to Exodus 
and quoted :from three passoges, 1:27; 5:2; and 2:24: "J.nd 
! 
.>! 
! 
,I 
,, 
I' 
he answered and said, Have ye not beard, that he who made 'i 
i' ,I 
them :from the beginning made them male and :female, and said, !i 
" For this cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and i' 
shall cleave to his wife; and the two shall become one :flesh?:, 
So that they are no more two, but one flesh." This account I j 
is recorded in Matthew 19:~-6 and is paralleled in Mark 10:6-; 1 
8. The thought that Jesus is advancing is that man and woman 
are made for each other and as a married couple are a unity 
that should not seek divorce. He is not abrogating the 
Law but is usiDg the Law to give authority to a teacbir~ 
which he pe.rsonally holds. He feels that divorcement is 
against the will of God and looks to the Law to find sup-
port for his belief. 
A rich young man appeared to Jesus asking him what he 
~at do to inherit eternal life~ To the young man Jesus re-
cited the :fundamentals of the Jewish Law: "l.nd Jesus said, 
thou shalt not kill, thou shalt not COJUllit adultery, thou 
shalt not steal, thou shalt not bear false witness,. Honour 
thy :fathei' and tby mother; and thou shalt love tby neighbor 
1 
as thyself'." Here Jesus used t.he :fundamental tenets of 
I 
Jewish morality which were familiar to every Jew.. It wus 
:found often in the Law~ Exodus 20:12-16; Deuteronomy 5:16-
20; Leviticus l.9: 18 and Deuteronomy 17:20 all had these 
commandments. However he holds a little in reserve for the 
young wan. Jesus tells the man that obeyiDg the letter of 
the Law is not sui'ficient •. He must get beyond the letter 
to the spirit.. He has more than be needs. Go sell it and 
feed the poor. Righteousness is not found by mere formal 
obedience. Here Jesus is fulfilling the Law and the Prophets. 
Jesus often uses some small f~~liar quotation into 
his talks with people. He was talking with his disciples 
1 Matthew 19:18-19; Mark 10:19; Luke 18:20 
about. t.be di:f:ficu1t.y o:f getting into heaven. I!e hh.d painted 
t.he picture so black that. his disciples wondered who would 
be able to get. in. Jesus answered them with c. plu•ase with 
which they were all :f&miliar: "With men this is impossiLle, 
but. with God all t.bir.gs are possible. 111 This is :found o:ften 
in the Old Testament. Exodus 7:16 has it.; it is :found also 
in Exodus 7:44; Exodus 20:16; Daniel 2:10. ConcerniDg this 
I 
!: 
c. I!. Toy has said, "Thia word of Jesus is perhaps a :f<ani.llar : 
or px•overbial saying, derived in general :frol!i t.he Old Teste.- II 
lllent, r<.ther than a direct quotation."2 
In ~t.thew 22:32 Jesus replies to the Sadducees as they 
were trying t.o spin a dilellillla that wou1d trap him. They 
asked hll:l which of a man•s several wives would be bis in the 'i 
·I 
day o1' resurrection. In reply Jesus said, "Have. ye not read ·i 
'I 
'i 
I that which was spoken unto you by God, s~ying, I am the God 
:I 
of /.braham, and the God o:f Isaac, and the God o:f Jacob? God i 
:! 
:I II 
i! 
is not the God o:f the dead but the living."3 These words are 
taken from Exodus 3:6 and 15. In the context. o:f Exodus it. is 
used as an historical reference but Jesus uses it as a proof 
of immortality. They have been spesldng of God as the God 
o:f the dead but. Jesus char.ges it and sets God up as the God 
o:f the livh.g. Jesus here bas picked out. a bit. o:f familiar 
Old Testament. teaching to support. his own teaching. He bas 
used the Old Testauent in a homiletical manner and also to 
1 
2 
3 
illatthew 19:26; Mark 10:27; Luke 1:37 
.C. H. Toy, ~. cit., P• 49 
Also in Mar1Cl2:26 and 7; Luke 20:37 
gain authority for his own teachirJg. 
In .Matthew the Pharisees ask Jesus what the great com-
mc.ndment is, while in .Mark &nd Luke the inter·rogator is one 
o£ the scribes. In reply to them Jesus turns to the Law and 
:! 
!j 
selects two separate passages: Deuteronomy 6:5 and Levit..icus ,, 
ii 
19:18. 11./.rul he said unto him, l'hou shalt love the Lord tby ii !I 
God with all thy heart, witll all thy soul, and with all thy 
mind. THiS is the gr•eat and the first comuwndment. J.nd a 
secor.O like unto it is this, thou shalt.. love thy neighbor· as 
thyseLf. On these two co=dments the whole law hanget.h, ! 
and the prophets. 111 Here they were again testing Jesus. In 
~tthew m.d Luke the question was unfriendly, but M.ark has 
presented a friendly scene between Christ and the scribe. 
Jesus he1·e is showing his agreement with the Law. He has 
chosen this out of all the rest. It is a type of law that ! ,, 
had not been lllUCh emphasized among the Jews. It was designed:· 
to m&ke the inner life more God-like. When approached he did' 
! 
not need to hesitate. He had the answer ready. SUch a 
passage as this lec.ves little doubt that Jesus had thoroughly,' 
i' 
schooled himseLf in the sacred literature of his people so !i 
that he had learned it by heart. This r·epresents the type 
of use that one. would make of tbe.Law in one's personal re-
ligious life .. 
lo'rom this quick survey of the use that Jesus n.ade of the ' 
Law of the Tors.h we can see that be apr-roc:.ched the Law as aiJY ' 
1 Matthew 22:37-9; r.tark 12:29-31; .Luke 10:27 
' 
' ! 
26 
Jew would have done. 
in accepting without 
He "agi'eed with the scribes o:f his time: 
.1. 
question the authority o:f the Law," 
but when we sey that he &b-reed that the Law had author·i ty 
over human li:fe we have not said that he was a slave to the 
Law as many o:f the scribes o:f his time had becoiLe. V.hlle 
"Jesus asserted the autl:,ority oi" the Law, his characteristic 
attitude toward it can be :found onl.y by asking how he under-
·~ 
stood it."2 The JLain point concerning any tec.cher is not what!' 
he accepts, but how he handles the material which he does 
accept.' 
The substance o:f Jesus' attitude is pest illustr~ted in 
his words on. the Law in chapter 5 o:f Matthew. Repeatedly 
he cited the Law and af':firmed that it wc.s binding ~ went 
deeper into lit'e and declared that the heart must be right 
as well c.s the actions in order· :for a man to be truly 
righteous. Ee :felt that people had been following the La'il 1 
in its for=l precefts so long that they had forgotten the 
spirit ol' it. "i'here is no doubt that he regarded his 
messuge as being thoroughly in accord with the spirit am 
meani1~ ot:' the Torah. 113 However it was his habit ol' 1nter·-
pret1Lg the Law so that the spirit would be best :fulfilled 
that caused many to :feel that he was denying the requil·en:Ont 
ol' obedience to the Law. In the cases which we have cited 
Jesus used the Law :for personal rel~ious nurture, he used it 
1 
2 
3 
D. R. Bultman, .QE• ill•, P• 61 
Ibid., P• 65 . 
H. B. Branscolllb, Jesus ~ ~ ~ o:f Moses, p. 20 
i' 
:! 
'I 
' ji 
' 
' 
on several occasions because of the familiarity of people 
wit.h.it;s contents as s:n homiletical help. On sevenl.l other 
occasions he appealed to the Law for support in authority 
but the surprising fact is that he did not use it in this 
,: 
I' 
ii 
!i 
I 
. 
,I 
i! il 
li 
mar..ner =re often. The majox•ity of the times that he quoted 1: 
the Law w<>s to interpret it so that people could live true 'i 
to the sptrit of the Law as well as the letter. It is evi-
dent that Jesus• attitude towax'd the Law of the Torsh was 
the same as fJilY devout, intelligent and sir.cere Jew. 
I 
l,i 
!i 
I 
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THE PROPHETS 
The second maJor division of the Jewish scriptures is 
the Prophets, or the liebiim. This section is divided "into 
the Earlier Prophets and the Latter Prophets. The former 
are our books of Joshua, Judges, 1, 2 Samuel, 1, 2 Kings • 
! 
I. ,, 
I 
I 
••• ••• The Latter Prophets are prophets as we understand the 
term: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the Twelve: Hosea, Joel, 
Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Uahum, Habakkuk, zephaniah, I 
Haggai, zechariah, Malachi."l The Former Prophets are histor- 1 
! 
ical books which trace the hand of God in his dealings with 
the children of Israel. The books of the so called "Latter 
Prophets" deliver their prophetic messe;ges which have been 
given to them by God. 
There has been a vast amount of speculation that has 
arisen as to the exact date at which the Prophets became 
canonical for we have no detailed information which can 
definitely :fix the date. However modern scholars have been 
able to limit the possibilities to a definite period of 
time. Concerning this G. R. Driver writes: "The terminus ~ 
guo, for recognition of the 'Prophets' as canonical will be 
certainly after 300 B. c. and probably not long, 11' at all, 
before 250 B. C. 112 To substantiate this conclusion Driver 
points to the fact that the last six chapters of Zechariah 
-----l. ·D. B. Macdonald, The Hebrew Literary Genius, P• 221 
2 G. R. Driver, Foriiiation of the .Qlg Testament, 
the Abingdon Bible Commentary, P• 94 
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!. 
were written by a different author than the earl.ier portion 1. 
of the book. He maintains tbat it woul.d be impossibl.e for 
an editor to have added these chapters to the work of 
Zephaniah (330-300 B. C.) while the author was yet al.ive. 
He feels that the Minor Prophets could not have been com-
piled until the middle of the third century B. c. In regard 
to.the final date for their acceptance it is possible to be 
more definite. Uewt.on Mann says, "In Ecclesiasticus, which 
was written 180 B. c. or a few years earlier, the works of 
the prophets are refered to in such a way as to leave no 
l doubt at al.l that they had come to be considered canonical." 
Concerning this G. R. Driver al.so points out that Jesus, 
son of Sirach, in lBO.B. c. clearl.y recognizes the Prophets 
in their present order. The author of Daniel., about 165 B.C., 
i 
refers to a group of books which contain words of the prophet j 
Jeremiah. Ueu- 132 B.· c., the gran&on of Jesus the son of 
Sirach, three times mentions the Prophets as forming the 
second section of the three-fold canon. In view of these 
facts Driver concludes that the canon of the Prophets was 
2 
f'ul.ly organized between 180 ·and 1.30 B. c. 
From the very prol.ific use which Jesus made of the pro-
phetic works it is obvious that 11al.l scriptures did not have 
the same val.ue for him, 
3 prophetic writers." 
-----
for ••• his predilection was for the 
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Uewton Mann, The EVolution of a Great Literature, 
G. R. Driver, .QI2. cit., p. 94-
c. s. Macfarl.and, Jesus ~ .!:!l2 Prophets, P• 235 
P• 216 
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Jesus had eaten with publicans and sinners and was rep- ,I 
rimanded by the Pharisees for his act. . He rebuked the 
Pharisees and ended by sa;ving "But go ye and learn what this 
meaneth, I desire mercy and not sacrifice; for I came not to 
]. 
call the righteous but the sinners." Here Jesus had dipped 
into the prophecy of Hosea (6:6) to emphasize the moral as-
pect of the Old Testament revelation. The scribes and the 
Pharisees laid emphasis on obedience to the law and the 
sacrifices. In this instance Jesus is using the Old Testa-
ment in a polemic manner to refUte the allegations of his 
opponents. He used this, however, in the same manner in 
which Hosea had intended it. The people of the time of 
Hosea had a false idea_ of what constituted religion as had 
'I 
those to whom Jesus addressed this quotation. fi 
., 
Jesus, in picturing the results of preaching his gospel9 '! 
quoted from Micah 7:6, and used a rather free rendering of 
the Septuagint form. Micah, in his context, had been pic-
turing the city of Jerusalem as a center of greed and from 
this picture Jesus quoted: "For I came to set e. man at 
variance against his father, and the daughter against her 
mother, and the daughter in law against her mother in law; 
II 
I, 
I' ,• 
' 
and a man's foes shall be they of his own household." This i' 
is preserved for us in Matthew 10:35 and 36; Mark 13:12; and 
l'i 
I 
Luke 12:52 and 53. Luke gives only the substance of the ' 
----l. Matthew 9:13; Matthew 12:7 
quotation as does Mark. Concerning this Macfarland has said 
that we do not need to fee~ that Jesus.was consciously quot-
ing t'rom the prophet but his t'amiliarity with the writing of 
the prophet called this forth because of the similarity of 
1 ideas that he was trying to convey to bis auditors. "Jesus 
merely borrows this striking Old Testament language in 
describing the extent to which these divisions wi~ extend. 
2 It is t'ree use and adaptation ot' prophetic language." 
Jesus, in praising John the Baptist, quotes t'rom L!alachi 
3:~: "This is he of whom it is written, Behold, I send my 
messenger before thy face, who s~ prepare thy w~ t'or 
3 thee." This is a very t'ree translation and because of its 
'I 
lack of accurate agreement with the LXX form of Malachi both 
w. c. Allen4and Alt'red PlWimer5t'ee1 that this was stereotyped!. 
i 
prior to the evangelist's use ot' it and that it is impossible 
to determine the exact .:f'orm in 1diich Jesus used it. This is 
an excellent illustration of the difficulties encountered 
when we attempt to determine the language of the Old Testa-
ment which Jesus used or bow far he deviated :f'rom the Old 
Testament texts in quoting from it. There bas been some 
suspicion ot' the genuiness ot' this passage. However the I 
majority ot' the scholars today agree that this is in pert'ect ·11 
11 keeping with the character of Jesus. n. M. Turpie in his 1 
/I -----1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
c. s. Uacfar~and, QI!. cit., p. 57 
lllli!•, P• 53 
Matthew ~:10; Mark 1:2; Luke 7:27 
w. c. Allen, QI!. cit., P• 115 
Alt'red PlWimer, QI!. ill•, P• 204 
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work, The ~ Testai:Jent Y!!!' of ld!! Old, holds that "Ee 
(Jesus) says plainly that the prophecy in Malachi 3:1 was 
1 
written of Jolm." Jesus was· an admirer of Jolm nnd refered 
to this paassga in an affectionate description of his friend. 
Jesus was usiog the prophecy as a homiletical agent in 
describi~ John. 
In Matthew 11:23 and Luke 10:15 Jesus uses a phrase 
thut is found several times in the scriptures. 11/.nd thou 
Capernaum, shalt thou be exalted unto heaven? thou shalt go 
down into Hades:" Jesus here is deliveriog a tirade against 
Capernaum and is ·using phrases that·· were applied to Sodom in 
Isaiah 14:13-15 and were also used in Ezekiel 31:16. Toy 
feels th~t this probably came from the J.ramaic while 
· Macfarland feels that it is closer to the Septuagint. We 
cannot hold that this is Jesus' appeal to the fUlfillment of 
a prophecy for the situations are not the san:e and the words I 
of the prophets were specific and limited. It is a scrip- :[ 
tural figure of speech with which Jesua was familiar, and 
1 
ii 
il 
!I 
for which he must have had a liking. He no doubt realized 
that the people listening to him would be familiar with the 
words. In the words of c. s. ~farland, Jesus was "borrow- il' 
tog a scriptural description." The use here is purely ho.tni• ~~ 
ii 
" letical. !i 
J.s Jesus' ministry advanced ·the people were reluctant 11 
----1 P• 26 
2 c. s. Macfarland, .Ql!. ill•t P• 70 
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t.o listen to him and more reluctant to follow his teaching. 
The gx·eut teacher was gravely disappointed by the lack of 
enthusiasm which he encountered. P.e was teaching through 
the use of pm:-at.l.cs one aay when his discipl.es questioned 
him as to his meaning. He El.!lSWered them explaining why he 
used parables: "That seeing they rmy not see, and hearing 
1 tbey may not understand." This form is the one that is pre-
served for uo by Luke 8:10 and the one which the majority 
2 
of t.he scholars feel. is nearest the words of Jesus. The 
I 
,, 
I 
i 
I ,, 
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,, 
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II 
I! 
el.aborate :form of !4atthew must be. an expansion of the simple !! 
,, 
words that Jesus. used. The quotation is t.aken from Isaiah 
6:9-10 and the situation whiCh Jesus faced is a surprising 
parallel, to· the one which caused the passage t.o be writt.en 
in Isaiah. In the work o:f' the prophet we have a pictw;-e of ii 
the cnJ.l. ~ commission of Isaiah, in the light of. the re-
sulta from his work• It is ca11ed forth by the bitter dis- ' I 
li 
'· i 
!' 
I, 
appointment which followed. Jesus is facing the same situa- 1 
tion. He is now in an advanced stage of his ministry and the 1' 
disappointment-which attended the bard unspirituality which 
he :f'ound brought on these harsh words, which in reality was 
but a fr<mk facing of t.he :facts as they really were. "Jesus ! 
uses the prophet. • a words to state a truth and net at all to 
3 
verify a prediction." J.gain Jesus is turning t.o the Old 
Testament for homil.etical material. 
---1 1!atthew l3:14b-l5; Mark 4:12; Luke 8:10 
2 E. P. Gould, The Gospel According ~ Mark, P• 74 
3 c. s. !.4acf'arliiiid, 21:• ill•• P• 25 
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\'ie :find that macy times Jesus does borrow illustrations i 
and :figures o:f speech :from the :familiar material contained 
in the stories and writings of the prophets. This is t.rue 
i! 
:: 
o:f the quotation contained in his anal.ogy between the ki.rg-
dom o£ God and a mustard seed. The mustard seed ia pictured •i 
as growing until "The birds o£ · the · heaven come and loClge in 
the branches thereof •" This quotation, contair.ed in ME-t thew 
13:32, is alco contained in Mark-4:32 and Luke 13:19. There 
are many such re£erences in· the Old Tostament.:from·which 
Jesus might have dra\m this: Daniel 4:12; Psalm 104:12; 
Ezekiel 17:23; 36:6. .In each of these cases the author is 
nttemptiDg to crec.te the impression of growth in size. Here 
Jesus is not so wch attemptiDg to prophesy i'uture greatness 
as he is :forecasting development in spite o£ humble begin-
nings. Here again Jesus "merely borrows Old Testament 
1 
:figures of speech by 'fl\Y of illustration." This is but one 
of the sayings which Jesus used that came £rom the Old Testa-
qnt .figures which I:Ust have been familiar with auditors and 
speakers at Jesus' time. 
Jesus :finished rebukiDg the Pharisees-and scribes who 
had criticised his disciples :for neglecting to wash their 
hands. Ile had employed the Law to show them how they had 
used the technicalities o:f this s~ law to escupe the 
deeper meanings :for which their -laws had been intended. He 
now turned the 1\111 :force o:f his wrath upon them: "Ye 
----1 c. s .. Macfarland, .2J2• cit.,. P• 17 
hypocrites, well did Isaic.h prophesy o£ you seying, This 
people honoreth me Vlith their lips; But their heart is £<.:r 
from me. But in vain do :they worship me, Teaching aS their 
doctrit.es the precepts o£ men." This quotation was taken 
from Isa1£.lh 29:13 end was also ·quoted verbatim by L:ark. 
Branscomb feels that they have followed the Septuagint ver-
,, 
! 
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ba.tim while Toy holds ·that the quotation is ohl.y close to t.he '' 
Septuagint and may be an Aramaic version of the LXX text.· 
The situation the prophet Isaiah was addressiDg and·that which· 
Jesus was faciDg are identical. Isaiah attributed the de-
moralization of the people to a lifeless religion. Jesus sees: 
a parallel in the Jewish leaders of his time. He saw that 
the high I'E!gard attached to the oral tradition and inter-
pretution of the laws had blinded the people to tho spirit 
which the laws were intended to preserve. The Laws were 
intended to reveal God's will but were being used by men to 
serve their own ends. Jesus was not· pointing. to the histori-
cal f'Ulfillment of prophecy. He would not have flattered the 
scribes and Pharisees to·the extent of seeing prophecy fUl-
filled in them. He was merely· seeing· a parallel, of which 
there must have been maey in each generation, to the t:rpe of 
thing which Isaiah bad been :facing. Macfarland :feels that 
we burden Jesus by trying to imply that actual prophecy was 
intended here. V.'hat we really have is another case of the 
sermonic use of the Old Testament by Jesus.· IJJY preacher 
attempts to give his utterances authority and color by the 
I 37 
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liber:::.J. use or interestiDg quotation and illustration. Jesus 
used the best source or illustration and quotation which he 
had at his disposal.. Ee shows remarkable choice and ram11-
iarity with the vast amount or material at his co=nd. 
Jesus was highly indignant at the corrupt practices 
which he encountered in the te.c:tple court on Palm Sunday. 
Uark tells us that Jesus retired to Bethar~ after seeiLg the 
l ! 
merchants. bfter a Dight of rest and medit~tion, he returned , 
to drive out the temple racketeers; the favored merchants 
and money changers who held a monopoly and forced the wor-
shipers to pay exhorbitant prices for their temple sacrifice. 
Ee scourged them with his praided lash and·called to them: 
"It is written, ·My ·house shall be called a house of preyer; 
but ye have made it a den of theives."2 Here Jesus was using 
words similar to the words which he found written in Jeremiah 
?all. Eowever there is some change from the words of the 
Prophet. i:Jaci'E.rlbnd feels that Jesus used the words aul 
chsnged them to meet the exigencies of the occasion.3 Here 
Jesus was ELctillg as a prophet against religious abuse. He 
i ,, 
realized, with a keen understanding of the Jewish mioo, t.hat !i ,, 
!j 
only the words of their Oill'll Bible would impress them. Seekin8 
----~ Mm>k ll:ll-17; Matthew 21:~0-13; and Luke 19:45-46 
would seem to indicate that Jesus cleaneed the ten;ple 
im::ediately upon enteri.Dg it on Palm Sunday. However 
the division of days is not clear in Uatthew and Luke, 
Luke has no divisions during the first three deys of 
the week in Jerusalem. 
2 l!.at.thew 21:13; ~k ll:~7; Luke 19:46 
3 c. s. Macfarland, ~· cit., P• 27 
added author! ty for his action, he struck out against the 
abuse which he found. With the words of their own prophet 
ringing in their e&rs. they were driven from the te~le. 
Jesus was speaking to the chief priests and the elders 
who had come to question him concernil'l€; his authority. lie 
spoke a parable to them and then launched into another 
1 
parable that bad at its core the "Song of the Lord's Vine-
yard'' of Isaiilh 5:1-7. Jesus must bave had this Whole sec-
tion in mind as he developed his parable but he only makes 
I 
detailed use of the first two verses• In the prophet the 
:i 
teaching is that al.though God had 1ong c:::red for and fostered: 1 
Israel be would yet abandon it to its destruction, owirJg to 
its moral. worthlessness. Jesus is telling the 1eaders that 
the dcys of their re1igious leadel'ShiP is at an end. The 
Kingdom of God is for others than Israel. While Jesus is 
dependent on the form and facts of the story of Isaiah, h3· 
is independent of it in his method of developmen't. He does 
j i: 
,, 
' I 
I 
not represent God as the owner of the vineyard and represents 
1 
the Judgment as the deliverance of the vineyard to others 
rather than being abandoned. However the main teaching is 
I 
I 
I 
i the same for in each the favor of God is pictured as passing i 
I 
from unwortPy to wort.Py recipients. The des~~tion of Israel 
' 2 :• 
as a Vineyard is common in the Old Testament, and t,he SoiJg of: 
the Vir~yard was well. known to the people of Israel so the 
-----
1 
2 
Matthew 21:33; Mark 12:2; .Luke 20:9. 
Jeremiah 2:21; Ezekiel 15:1-6; 19:10-14; Hosea 10:1; 
Psalm 80:8-11; Joel 1:7 
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people who he;;.rd Jesus would be immediately interested. ·We 
have again an illustration of Jesus 1 use of prophecy in a 
sermonic t'ashion. Here his use seems to rest upon three 
considerations: 
1. Similarity of occasion. 
2. Identity with his truth. 
3. Familiarity ot· his be;;.rers with the material. 
These same three considerations seem to have influenced many 
ut hie choices of the material from the Prophets which he 
used. in his teaching. 
Following Jesus' woe on Jerusalem he again gives one 
of those short quotations from the Old Testament which he 
used so frequently to give weight to his work and lend the 
:familiar 
unto you 
touch to his teachings: "Behold your house is lert. 
l desolate." This is a paraphrase from Jeremiah 22:5 · 
where it reads "I swear by mysel1 1 saith Jehovah, that this 
house shall become a desolation." J\gain Jesus uses the 
prophetic writings in a homiletic manner. 
J~ Jesus was telling of' the coming kingdom he employed 
a quotation that is round many times iri the Prophets as well 
as several times in the \Tit.ings. In 1tatthew 24:29 he quotes: 
"But. immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun 
shall be darkened, .and the moon shall not give her light, 
and the 
heavens 
stars shall :fall from heaven, and the power of the I 
shall be shaken.u The Gospel o1: Mark (13:24-25) gives1 
I 
-----1 Matthew 23:38; Luke 13:35 
29 
the same words with very few ch~es while Luke (21:25-26) . 
takes great ~iberty with these wo1·ds. ';here are maey scrip-
tural passages which might have given rise to this statement; 
Isaiah 13:10; 24:23; 34:4; Ezekiel 32:7; Joel 2:10; 2:31; 
3:15; Amos 5:20; 8:9; Zephaniah 1:15 as well as Ecclesiastes 
12:2 and Daniel 8:10. This passage must have been familiar 
to all Jews. It was a part of the :t'andliar work of the 
Apocalypse. "This darke1rl.ng and 1'all of the heavenly boaies 
is so common an accofq)aniiLent of Old Testament prophecy, and 
ita place is so definitely ar.d certainly fixed there, as be-
longing to J.pocalyptic imagery of prophecy, e.nd not to the 
prediction of events, that it presents no difficulty what-
soever, and does not even create a presumption in favor of 
l 
the view that this is a prophecy of the final catastrophe." 
II 
Jesus is presenting his conception of the coming of the King-
dom. In this Jesus is characteristically Jewish for it had 
long been taught that the coming of the Kingdom would be pre-
ceded by cosmic catastrophe. Here J~sus is using the familiar 
words of Old Testament prophecy to color his own picture and 
give it the weight of OlU. 'J:esteJ:nent association. 
Followir~ the celepration of the feast of the passover 
together the disciples and Jesus went out to the Mount of 
Olives. Jesus had been telling them.whut he felt sure wus 
ahead; his imninent death. "Then Jesus saith unto them, 
-----
l E. P. Gould, .212• cit., P• 250 
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.1..11 ye shall be o1'fended in a.e this night: 1'or it is written, 
I will smite the shepherd, and the sheep of the flock shall 1 
1 I be sct.ttered abroad." This word is taken from Zechariah 13:7 ' 
e.Ild · i,(; ve1-y likely from an J.ramaic rendering of the Septua-
gint text wi t.h only the chQDge of person f1•om the original. 
The situations E.re surprisill,gly similm·. The prophet is 
speaking of the coa.ing <ieath of the ki:cg of Judah which will I' 
I 
result in sc&tterir..g of the people. The langu~e ot: the )! 
prophecy terms the king as the shepher·d who is smitten and 
the people, as the sheep who are scattered into exile in order 
that they might be 'brought back to God. "Jesus roorely borrows 
the l~~e which was used by the prophet, and uses the 
2 figure without wzy poesible predictive application." The 
' I 
'I 
only parallel in the two however is in the situation. Tesus· ,, 
... , !1 
" as the shepherd, i IJ is lii-'PI'Oaching his death and 1.he disc plea, i' 
as· the sheep, will be scattered by the consternation wh!ch 
will follow. Jesus here is using an Old Testament prophecy 
in a sermonic manner to point out wbl:.t will lie ahead for 
all who follow him. · 
,, 
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When Jesus had entered the synagogue, as was· his custom j! 
on the Sabbath da,y 1 he w<.s given the book to I'ead. It was 
the book of the prophet Isaiah. He opened it to the sixty-
:t'irst chapter and reo.d the :first two verses: "The spirit of 
the Lord is upon me, Because he annointed me to prec.ch good 
-----1 iJatthew 26:31; Mark 14:27 
2 c. s. Mac:t'arlend, .QI!• ID•t P• 58 
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tidings to the poor; He hath sent me to proclaim release to 
the captives, J~d recovery of sight to the blind, To set at 
liberty them that are bruised, To proclaim the acceptable 
l. year of the Lord." The prophet Isaiah was speakir;g to the ,, 
exiles in Babylon and was telling them that :t..e had coue to 
proclaim the end of the captivity. Jesus selected this 
pass~e when he stood up to read. L choice was open to rJUn 
and he picked this pass~e which Isaiah had written for the 
Babylonian exiles. Jesus was caret'ul how much he read. He 
stopped after he bad read but a small portion of the second 
verse, he omitted tl1e next sentence! "and the d< ... y of vengeance 
,, 
' 1,: 
i1 
' 
i 
I 
of our God." This is an excellent exam,~:.le of the selective 
manner in 'Which Jesus used the Dible.. His God was like a 
Father and was far removed from the God of vengeance of 
Isaiah. He may not have been critical as to authorship or 
origin but he was extremely critical as to content and me3-
s~e. After ~11 that is the only type of criticism that is 
spiritually valuable. Regardless o:f origin or- authorship the 
importance for the.spirit is the content •. Jesus was in the 
.I 
,I 
'I 
lr 
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synagogue as a devout Jew, worshiping God on the Sabbath. 
Scholars feel that those who attelllPt to see in this. a· subtle i: ,, 
I prophetic mecming or attempt to so read the scriptures as to 1, 
2 ' 
have Jesus preaching a sermon about himself are misinterpret-,] 
,, 
ing Jesus• act. Walter Bundy has pointed out that "His use 
-----1 Luke 4:18-19 
2 See c. s. Macfarland, Jesus ~ ~ Prophets, p. 79 fi · 
,: 
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of Isaiah here is :purely devotior.al."l 
Followir..g the quot<:..tion of Jesus 1'rom the Psi:J.ms: "The 
stone v:hich tlle buildel's rejected, The s=e w"'S =de the 
head of the corner?" Jesus, in Luke 20:18 a.dus another 
quot<-.tion: "Everyox:.e that fW.leth on that stone shall be 
broken to vieces; but on whomsoever it shall fall, it will 
sca.tter him as dust." Mark has this same pass&ge but con-
sidei't:.ble su&picion has arisen in regard to its c..uthentici ty. 
Hera Jesus is addressirg the crowd in the temple duriLg 
Pasoion week. He has just f'inisr.ed giviDg them a par<..ble 
bc..sed on Isaic.h 5:1 and 2 •. There have been some scholars 
who :feel thz.t this quoU.tion, while being an authentic word 
I' 
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of Jesus, is out of pl£>.ce here and was lillk.ed up with tl1e 
preceding verse, b~ the editor, due to the common use of the 1 
wox·d "stone". · Eowevei'' 1Iacf.:..r·land in his book, Jesus~~ 1 
' 
Prophets, gives us the meaning which the n.a.Jority of scholars! 
i'eel it should have. The i'irst part of this coiLes froiZ. 
Isaiah 8:14 and 15 where tha Proi'het talks of the "stone" of 
stwr.bling. The Prophet is appealing to the people durif.€ 
! 
the time of King .t.llaz. The country is in a serious condition I 
and Isaiah is attempting to get them to renew their faith. 
It is the lack of their trust and faith which causes God to 
be a block of stumbling to rw.rry. The "stone" of destruction 
is taken from Daniel 2:34, 35 (as we11 as 7:14 and 27) where 
a mysterious stone is pictured as having broken the kingdoma 
1 
~ ~ Religion £! Jesus, p. 17 
~~ain we hnve the ho~letical use which Jesus made of the 
Prophets. 
Jesus made great use of the m•iti.ogs found in the . 
Prophets, but he gave little effort to show that his te.:.ch-
i.ogs were in nccord with "Them o:f old time". F.e e;:~ployed 
thee when he could but did not IIIUke a practice of pointing 
" il 
il 
![ 
i 
!i 
ii to the :fulfillment of prophecy as a basis of his ov:n author- 'i 
'I 
ity. 
Jesus 1 main messas-e wns in direct contact with the 
prophets showir,g that he had made thorough study of them 
and had fed his soul on their deep religious insights. In 
main he made three major contacts with the prophetic message 
as found in the ll'ebiim: 
1... Jesus preached jude,rrment on JUdaism. In his lamen-
tatio.r. over Jerusalem (Luke 1.3:34.-35) he is contc.ctir.g the 
propheta Jeremiah (12:7). .And in his Jlrediction of destruc-
tion to the te~le was in keepir,g with the prophetic spirit 
ii 
li ii 
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of .i.Uc<ili. (3:12), ClLd Jeremio.J:• (26118; 26:6-9) who IiJanY tines 
1
! 
px·ophecied the swue fate :ror the temple. ,, 
' :I 
B. Jesus en.1Jhasized the in:.portance of the Ethical v<:.lues j I 
in the Prophets as opposed to the ritual holinesa which had 
resulted fron. excessive worslup of the Law. Thls wua the 
,. 
'· 
!I li 
'I li 
II 
To call back institutionalized c:.nd il 
I: 
big mission of prophecy. 
fox~ized rel~ion to the vital mission that it had in 
' 
tx·ar:.sformi.og .n.ens 1 lives through tra.nsformi.og their hearts. 
Concerr.ir.g this phase of Jesus' nd.ni.stry J..• c. lieadlGm has 
I: 
F 
i: 
I 
:I 
said, "The real source o:f the teaching o:f Jesus was the teach~ 
i.og o:f the Old :i'estau:.ent. Jesus had reb.d it and had l'e...O 
it cl.eeply =d he has shown c.n extraordinary instinct in 
drawing out i'rom it ita most spiritual lessons arld then 
tr~formi.og it, a transformation·which really consisted in 
uncl.erstandir.g its .:fnndawental character. 111 
c. Jesus preaches the universalism of God. He re.rers 
to the sto.::-y of JoiJah and his missioL to the >Iinevit.es, and 
refers to Elijah and Elisha and their mission to the Gentiles 1 
Jesus'· "chle1' use of prophecy was :for homil.etic purposes I 
! 
~or hi;;; 1 t was of value as truth and not as prediction• .'·. ,
1
1 
lie does not regurd its authority as of such nature as to , 
' 
preclucl.e him from divergir..g, in his teachir,g, from the teach- [ 
2 ing of the prophets ••• He goes beyond the prophetic view." 
It is nutural that Jesus would use the Bible extensively 
-----l. Jesus Christ in Histor'J ~ in FW.th, P• 80 
2 c. s. l.lacfarland1 Jesus ~ ~ Prophets, P• 235 
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as a source of illustration, rcfere~ce and text. He wus 
talkinz to people who had very little l,iterature, and whose 
life was built around the Scriptures and the s~ogue. It. 
was most natural th~t any rel~ious le~der would use it 
ur.spc;.ringly when talkir.g to the people about religious 
matters. 
It is ir.terestir~ to note that Jesus does evaluate the 
various works of the prophets. There is only one brief 
I 
i.' 
" ,, 
reference to the books of' Joshua, Juages, ,Sanr..1el or Killgs. 
1 
The great majority of his words from the Prophets were 
t&ken from Isaiah, Jeremiah and :Szekiel. Jesus rrny not have 
had critical knowlee!Je as to the origin or authorship of' the !: 
,, 
i! Vlll"ious books of hia Ilible, but he did have a deep appre- 1 
elation for the spiritual values of their contents. He 
coulc evaluate them easily and did not .hesitate to do so, as 
was illustr~ted by his 
sixty-first chapter o1' 
selectivity in his readilJg fro1r. tha 
l 
the book of Isaiah in the s~ogue. 
Such a critical view of any religious material is necessary 
to preserve the vital and timeless qualities and keep 
reli~ion constantly forcefUl for tbe progressi~ generations. 
Jesus was truly a Prophet in thoughtt teachi~ and activity. 
-----1 Luke 4:18-19 
THE \IIRITiliGS 
Thei·e are great gaps in our knowledge of the process 
by which we got. our Bible. OUr knowledge as to the exact 
tiJLe when the thira section oi' the Old Testc.ment. was ooded 
is very sketchy.· ;;:>ome feel that it. was not e.dced until 
early in tile Christian era, but. Driver :feels tbat little 
1 
value can be attached to this theory. However it is cei'tain 
that the canon was not definitely closed unLil 100 A. D. 
when the Council of Jewish Rabbis met at J'amnia and settled 
the issue once and for all. The maJority o:f scholars ag1·ee 
with J. Paterson Smyth when he declares; "Wt~ do not Know cmy 
details. We can only l:lt.at.e tl:le result., that. about. 120 years 
before Clu·ist, the Old Test<llllent was pri:Lct.ical.ly uompleted 
by the addition of the 'Kethubim' or 1\iritiiJga~ •" 2 
"The ...-ritings are n:;oat miscellaneous. They are; 
(a.) Psalma, Proverbs, Job; then 
(b.) 'l'he .Five Rolls: Song o:f Songs, Ruth, Lamentations, 
Ecclesiutea, Esther: then 
(c.) D<IDiel, Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles."3 
The work which is included in this final section o.f' 
tile Old :restuz:.ent is mut.c1·ial which wus held in high esteel:l 
but due t~ its late origin, its later compilation, or its 
-----
1 G. R. DI·iver, 2:12• ill•t P• 95 
2 The Bible in the Makirp;, p. 135 
3 ·D. B • .c.lacdolliild, ~ Lebrew Liters.r;y; Genius, p. 222 
also see A. s. Peake, The Bible, p. 65; G. R. Driver, 
2:12• cit., p. 95; J. Paterson Smyth, 2:12• .£.!..!:., p. 135 
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I 
subject matter it was not included in the canon of the i. !' 
Prophets. The majority of the work included in this section :i 
was not written at the time the earlier canon was recognized 
I 
and much of it was not compiled at the earlier date. How- 1: 
i: 
! ever it was later canonized. There are various reasons 
. ' . 
even though recent in origin, was included !i wby this material, 
in the canon: Some of this material was written at the time 
of Ezra. Other documents were thought to have been written 
at the t~ which the material of the book was deali~. 
Still other material was included because of the Jewish 
reverence for the name which the author had placed on his 
work.1 We need to bear in mind that this material, while 
highly esteemed, did not hold as much authority in the eyes 
of the Jews as the Law or the Prophets. 
Several scribes and Pharisees cane to Jesus asking nim 
for some sign that would verify the fact thGt he was the Son 
of God. In reply to them, "he began to say, this generation 
is an evil generation; it seeketh after a sign; and there 
shall no sign be given to it but the sign of Jonah. For 
even as Jonah became a sign to the Ninevites, so shall. the 
2 Son of !Jan be to tnis generation." This is the :form which 
is preserved for us in Luke. While this utterance is given 
to us in all three of the gospels the Markan form is very 
brief, and verse 40 of Matthew inserts an utterance which 
-----1 See G. R. Driver, Op. cit., P• 95 
2 Luke l.l:29-30; Matt. 12:39-41; 1'4; Mark 8:12 
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would make this passage a prophecy of Jesus• resurrection. 
Scholars feel that there is serious doubt as to the authen-
ticity of verse 40 of Matthew. They point to the fact that 
these words are absent from the parallel in Luke and_ also to 
the fact that the events of Jesus4 resurrection did not ful-
fill the events of this prophecy. Even though Jesus may have,: 
been in the tomb for three days, accordiDg to the Jewish 
manner or reckoning time 1 he was not in the tomb for three 
nights. In regard to this T. H. Robinson writes in the. 
Moffatt New Testament Commentary on Matthew, "We IWSt regard 
the verse as an explanation offered by the ev&Dgelist., who 
was anxious to use another verse from the Old Testament in 
proof of his general contention that the whole histor,y of 
Jesus had previously been written by the prophets." 1 
Lonsdale Ragg adds: "St. Luke • s meaning is more probably the 
original, and St Matthew's a very early gloss - added per-
2 . 
haps by the evangelist himself'." \'lith these scholars we 
IDUst conclude that the :form of Luke is. the one which comes 
nearest to the actual words of Jesus. 
Jesus was opposed to the traditional Messianic hope 
which the Jews held. .According to this hope, which was 
bred into the Jews, the kingdom would be ushered in by some 
unusual event. Jesus thought of a kingdom of spiritual 
force rather than a worldly kingdom of luxury with Israel 
-----1 
2 
T. H. Robinson, ~ Gospel of .Matthew, .TI!!l! Moffatt 
~ Testament Comllientary, P• 115 
Lonsdale Ragg, g ~1 Viestminister Commentaries, 
P• 169 
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aa the dominating power. When he was asked ~or a sign he 
must have revolted at their ignorance and unspirituality. 
His answer is quite siitple. · "Jonah the prophet was a • sign' 
o~ coming Judgment to the Ninevi tes by the mere fact of his 
appec.rance among them. So it is with the Son of Man in his 
1 . 
generation." Jonah had been a sign to the Ninevites by 
;, 
i 
i 
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preaching to them. They had seen the sign and had repented. [! 
Now they have one greater than Jonah preaching to them and 
making poor progress in converting them. !I 
Jesus, by re~ering here to the story of Jonah, shows 
his ~amiliarity with the book o~ Jonah. He is here usi~ 
scriptures as an illustration for his talk to the people. 
However Jesus must have had in mind the ~act that such a 
II 
I! 
thell ,, 
quotation, selected with care,would give authority to his 
utterances. The scribes and Pharise.es, as well as the 
assembled multitude, would be iitpressed by the analogy be.; 
tween his own work and that of Jonah. Here the use is both 
homiletical and ~or authority. 
h very few verses later Jesus shows his knowledge of 
the stories concerning Solomon when he refers to the QUeen 
of Sheba who came out of the South to hear Solomon.2 This 
story of the southern QUeen is found in I Kings 10:1-10 and 
II Chronicles 9:1-12. Jesus proceeds to tell his listeners 
that 11a greater than Solomon is here." In both of these 
----1 H. Balmforth, ~ Gospel According .:!& ~ Luke, ~ 
Clarendon Bible, P• 214 
2 Matt. 12:42; Luke.ll:31 
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cases Jesus points the people to the fact that Gentiles 
have been impressed with the God of the Hebrews snd have. 
listened to Jewish teachers but they will not listen to him• 
Both of these quotations show how Jesus used the stories 
found in the Writings. in a polemic manner, as illustrative 
material, and to lend authority to his teaching. 
The words which Jesus used at the close of his parable 
concern!~ the mustard seed were taken from the V~iti~s as 
well as the Prophets.1 Jesus is attempting to show the growth 
of the Kingdom of God. This is used many times in the Old 
Testament. In Daniel 4:12 Nebuchadrezzar bad a dream of a 
tret which Daniel interpreted for him as representing the 
. 
Kiz.gdom of Nebuchadrezzar which had extended its power. In 
Psalm 104: l2 a very similar pass~e is found where the 
growth of an earthly Kingdom is symbolized. AJ.fred PlUllliiler 
says concerning this, 
a great empire givi~ 
use here is sermonic. 
"This was a recognized metaphor for_ 
2 protection to .the nations."- Jesus' 
He use.d material which was -familiar 
and expressive of the thought be b&d in mind. 
-uatthew 16:27 is a description of the time when the 
Son of Man shall come in his glory" ••• and then shall he 
render unto every man accordi~ to his deeds." These words 
of Jesus seem to come from the sixty-second Psalm and the 
twelfth verse where it reads: "For thou renderest unto every 
1 See page 35 
2 .Q.I2• ill• t P• 345 
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= according to his works •" In Proverbs 24: 12 there is a 
similar thought: "And he that keepeth thy soul, Doth not he 
know it? And shall not he render to every man according to 
I 
his work?" In each of the passages :from the Writings as well! 
as the words of Jesus the idea is retributive judgment. 
However the idea or the judgment of God is the only way iD 
which these passages are parallel.. Jesus• quotation :from the 
Old Testament concerns the coming of the Son of God while 
the passages in the Old Testament are concerned with the 
nature of God's constant judgmmt. Jesus here was appl.yir..g 
the language of the Old Testament to an idea which he hel.d 
but which was not suggested by the context of the quotation 
in the Old Testament. 
During the Triumphal entry the little children sang 
Hosannas to Jesus. This display filled the .priests and 
scribes with ind~ation and they questioned him concernir..g 
the action: why had he pormitted it to continue? · In answer-
ing the .;jealous of'f'icials Jesus employed son.e words taken 
from Psal.m 8:2: "Out of the mouths of babes and suckllr..gs 
thou hast perfected praise. 111 . 
Jesus did not ~tend that this should be seen as the 
II 
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ful.fil.l.ment of aqy prediction. He saw how fool.ish the templ.e :! 
·I 
I' 
authorities were. and chided them ;for their poor ~is play • He 'I 
turned to familiar words, tak:en :from the . very literature to i 
'! 
I 
I 
which they had been turning so often to confuse Jesus, and 
-----
1. Matthew 21:16 
52 
through their use silenced his o:pponent.s. This is consist.ent. 
wit.h the teachirg of Jesus throughout. t.he eynopt.ic gospels. 
li 
I 53 
,, 
He told t.he people t.hat. t.hey must. become like lit.t.le children 1 1 : 
before t.hey could enter the kir,gdom. He sut':fered t.he lit.t.le :1 
!! 
children to come unto him and ai'firmed that t.he Ki.ngdon:. of 
2 God belonged to little children. Throughout his teaching 
the litt.le child st.ood as t.he spiritual ideal.3 
Followi.ng Jesus• parable based on the Song of the Vine- i: 
yard he turns to Psalm 117:22 and quotes the symbolism of I· 
the cornerstone: "The corner stone which t.hebuilders rejecte(i 
The same was made the head of. the corner; This was from the. 
4 
. Lord, And it is marvelous in our eyes?" The Psalm is a post. 
exilic Psalm and refers to the second temple.. Israel has 
been rejected of nations but God has taken her to be the 
cornerstone of His kingdom. The teaching of the Psalm was 
i 
that, the jUOglllent ·of God is often contrary to the juOglnent of,l 
II 
men. Jesus sees in his· own life a very similar situation. ii 
:I 
He is being rejected of men but. he is firm in the conviction :: 
:i 
that he is sent of' God and will be supported by God in his 
work. "Jesus would see in it not a direct reference to 
himself but only the statement o:f a principle which was 
applicable to himself. 115 Its use iS didB.ct.ic and homiletic 
throughout. Jesus realizes that the scriptures are familiar 
.1 Matt.hew 18:2 
2 Mat thew 19: 14; Mark 10: 14; Luke 18: 16 
3 See Matthew 18:2 
4 Matthew 21:42; Mark 12:10; Mark 20:17 
5 E. P. Gould, ~· cit., P• 223 
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to the people and turned to them often. We can say that the 
only similarity here is the principle which is involved. 
-Jesus was attempt.i:cg to expose the Pharisees and asked 
them whose son Christ. was. They replied that. he was the 
Son of' David. "He saith unto them, how then doth David in 
the spirit call him Lord, sayii:Jg, "The Lord saith unt.o my 
Lord, Sit thou on my right band, Till I put t.biDe eDemies 
underneath thy feet?"1 Jesus was here quoti:cg a Psalm which 
' 
1: 
I' 
I 
tj 
,, 
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li-
tradition attributed to David. He used it as though David !\ 
This is a good example of Jesus' 11crit.ical" )j was the author. 
tj 
I II 
il I, 
1: 
I ~ 
I; 
attitude toward the Old Testament. He accepted the theories 
which were known to him. His knowledge was not a critical 
knowledge for modern scholarship places this Psalm in the 
Maccabean period of Jewish History. E. P. Gould, with keen 
insight, has added concernirg this, "Inspiration does not 
I extend to such matters of' critical research as authorship. 112 
Jesus said to the Pharisees, in substance, "This is a Psalm /' 
- I 
of David where he calls Christ, Lord". The formal conception! 
of the Messiah had been compressed, by the scribes, into the I 
term "Son of !'avid." For them the Messiah was dependent 
upon lineage. As Toy says, "By oDe stroke he overthrew the 
current theory of the Messiah and substituted a purer con-
3 
ception." Jesus emphasized t.he difference between actual 
sonsbip and spiritual sonsbip. He was attempting to revec.J. 
----1 Psalm 110:1; 107; 8:7; found in Matthew 22:44; Mark 
12:36; Luke 20:42 _ 
2 E. P. Gould, ~ Gospel According ~ ~t P• 236 
3 c. H. Toy, <;:uotatior•s In the ~ Testament, __ P• 64 
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the inability o~ the scribes to interpret the Old Testament 
teachiq;s. The. sonship ~rom God was the important thing 
to Jesus and .not the correspondence with a literalized 
prophetic announcement. "Jesus strikes the death blow to 
the whole method o~ using the scriptures which the Rabbis 
and scribes i'ollowed ••• For him conformity to .. ;.;cripture meant 
1 
nothing, except as it concerned the _ethical and spiritual." 
Jesus experienced much persecution and disappointment 
during his l:linistry. Ee was llviDg like a prophet and was 
being rejected by his people. He was talking with some 
lawyers, Pharisees, and was chiding them for their minute 
following of the law while they ignored the spirit of the 
I 
! 
' law •. The preservation of the spirit of the Law was the main ii 
emphasis of the whole prophetic movement. · The prophets had 
1
: 
li 
attempted to keep the law in step with the increasir..g !I 
;: 
revelation of' God and they had been persecuted for it. Jesus!i 
'· :I 
called to the blind and indifferent lawyers: "Therefore also. i! 
'I 
I 
I said the wisdom of God, I will ·send unto them prophets and 
apostles; and some of them they shall kill and persecute; 
that the blood of all the prophets, that was shed from the 
foundations of the world, may be required of this generation: , 
from the blood of Abel unto the blood of Zachariah who. per-
2 . 
ished between the altar and the sanctuary;" The story of 
Abel is found in Genesis 4 while the story of the murder uf 
-----
1 c. s. Macfarland, .QR. ill·• P• 50 ff 
2 Luke 11:49-51; also .i4atthew 23:35 
i: 
Zachariah comes from 2 Chronicles 24:20 ff. Here Jesus is 
showing his jmowleeee of the Old Testament narratives as be 
uses them to illustrate his charges against the Pharisees. 
The use here made of them is entirely homiletical. 
/Jlother common phrase·which Jesus often used was taken 
from Psalm 118:26; "Blessed b~ he that cometh in the naite of 
Jehovah." In Matthew 23:39 we .find it in the .followil:\f;; form: 
"Blessed is he that cometh in the name o.f the Lord. 11 It is 
also used in Matthew 21:9a; Mark ll:eb; Luke 19:38a; Luke 
13:35 •. The Psalm from which this frequent quotation is made · 
was 11sUDg at the passover and at the feast of Tabernacles, 
1 
and hence was familiar to the people. 11 Jesus i s again 
maki~ homiletic use of a common utterance which had long 
been associated with the Messianic hope. 
As Jesus hUIJg upon the cross dyir..g he "cried with a 
loud voice, sayi~ Ell, Eli, lama sabachthani? That is, 
My God, my God, \':by bast thou £oresak:en me?"2 Here we see 
Jesus, who had saturated his whole life in the religious 
li't.erature of his people, turning to its words in his great. 
hour of at!c"'llisb. The call in Matthew is in the Hebrew l.an-
guage while A!ark has Jesus using the /-rrunaic. There is a 
division of opinion as to what l.aDgUege Jesus actually did · 
use. h. w. F. Blunt, in the Clarendon Bible CommentarY ~ 
St· ~' says, "The cry in Matthew is in the 1-remaic form; 
-----
. 1 .Alfred PlUlllll'.er, .QE. ill•, P• 448 
2 L!a.tthew 27:46; Mark 15:34 
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I in Matthew 27:46 Eli, Ell, is the Eebrew form. In the D text. I 
of.both Uatthew and Mark, the whole is in Eebrew Eli, ill• I 
~ azabhthani. The Lrarr.aic .E!2! could not be n:isunderstood ! 
for a cry to Elijoh; the Eebrew E1i n:.ight. Probably there-
fore our Lord used the Eebrew form. 111 1.. E. J. Rawlir..son, in 
the ~estminister Co~entery ££ §! r~rk, also believes th~t 
2 Jesus used the F.ebrew in his about from the cross. There 
are many scholars who agree with T. H. RobirJSon in sayir.g 
that, "They are in J.ramaic, the natural speech which Jesus 
had used all his life, and are an expression of his own ex-
3 
perience." The :fact that Jesus lived and moved amon.; those 
who spoke the J.ramaic, and had intercourse thro\lbh its 
mediUm. daily, would lend weight to the view that this call 
:from the cross was in J:.ramaic. Ee was ·in egocy. -rn his 
agony his ruind would =tur&lly turn to the lallguz.ge with 
which he was most :fan:iliar. 
The words which Jesus called forth :from the cross are 
the opening words of the twenty-second Psalm. tbile this 
I• 
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:I Psalm opens with these words of despair it is not a Psallll of II 
despair but is,the cry of a righteous sufferer who is con-
:fident of the love and protection of God in·the midst of his 
sufferir.g. V:e. find here a fine insigr.t into Jesus' personal 
use of his Bible. "The ret> l;r of the Old Testwr.er.t. l.w..guage 
----1 St i.Iark, Clarer.dor.. Bible, P• 263 · 
2 St. lilark, Westmlnister Commentaries, P• 237 
3 The""'GGsrei of Mutthew, ~ Mo:tT;:;.tt. ~ Test.&.n.ent 
Co~ent.Gries, p. 231 
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beiLg one in which he moved, it was most natural that his 
prayer 'for strength should be scri,pturally phrase a. n1 Jesus 
must have spent long hours pondering the pages of scriptures 
and medi tr.tii:g on its words. He went to it for help in his 
hours o:f need. In the teo:o;·tation experience we fii:d him 
turning to it, and here egain he bursts 'forth in words 'from 
the books which had mec.nt so z::uch to his personal life. It 
is doubtful-that he was conscious o:f the fact that he w~s 
couoti.o.g at the tir::.e 1 but iJe w;;.s so filled with the thoughts 
from the pages o:f the Bible that he spontar.eously burst. forth 
in its words in this moment of great need. 
,, 
Vie see that his use of the Writings is very similar to 
his mrumer of using the Law and the Prophets. He used it in 
the majority of the instances as an homiletical agent. Be-
cause of the familiarity of people with it he used it fre-
quently to draw them closer to his words. There is one word ! 
of Jesus which beat su=arizes his attitude toward the Old 
Tes~ent. It is not a quotation, but a simple utterance on 
the mountain side during his great se1·mon: "Think not that I 
can:e to destroy the Law or the prophets: I came not. to de-
stroy, but to 1ulfill." Here in Matthew 5:17 we get a clear 
-
picture of Jesus' attitude toward the religious past wLich 
was contained in his Bible. Concerning this w. c. /,llen 
says: "Co=entators have exhausted their ingenuity in a:t-
tempts to explain away this passege, but its 1teanir,g is too 
-----
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clear to be misunderstood. Christ is represented here as :: 
' 1 II 
speaking in the spirit of Judaism." Bultl:lB.n holds that these !I 
words were added by a later editorabout the time of Pau1.2 
However this is thoroughly in kee}ing with our picture of 
Jesus and the evidence Which we have viewed thus far. Jesus 
is a loyal, devout and conservative Jew who is turning con-
stantly to the Old Testament for illustrative materials and 
for similar teachings and circumstances to cite in his teach-
1 
ing. He did not break with the Jewish Law and it was not his' 
intention to abrogate ~ of its commands. When he did 
apeak of the Law it was toward the end of preserving its 
spirit and ideal. In reading this passage, . we shall have a 
better understanding of it if we shall follow the suggestion 
of Branscomb and read the word "Fulfill" as "establish." 
This was the actual work of Jesus, to bring the reign of the 
spirit of the Law in the hearts of men. A. c. Headlam sc.ys 
concerning this passage: "It has been maintained that this 
passage is later than our Lord's time, that it was inserted 
to represent the point of view of the Judaizing party. • •• I 
hold that there is no passage which expresses more fre-
quently the attitude of our Lord toward the Old Testament, 
and shows greater insight into His purpose, and I should 
hold that we might say almost quite certainly that it came 
from Himself. His whole attitude toward the Old Testament, 
1 ~ Gospel According .!£ Matthew, P• 45 
.2 See D. R. Buhman, Jesus .f!!E ~ 1:2£9, P• 62-75 
I 
I 
and not merely towardS the Law, was that he was fulfilling 
it. It is not only his attitude, but it represen~~ exactly 
1 the characteristic of his teachir..g." 
-----l ;.. c. Tieadlam, Jesus Christ !n History ~ !n Faith, 
P• 89 
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V.:ith this survey of the passages in which Jesus quotes ,,, 
'! 
:f'rom the Old 'restament we are now able to see how .Jesus did ·r 
use the Old 1'estament. It becon;es quite evia.ent that "his 
new teachir.,g owed wch to that literature wherein he :found 
words, and 1'o1·ms of public C:~.ddresa, as well as ideas and 
1 
aspirc.tions .u However, Just what was the manner in which 
Jesus used the Old Testament? 
The :first great way in which one could use the Old 
! ,, 
I ii 
l! 
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Testa.IOOnt would be to seek authority i'or one's own teachi1.g. 'I 
,i The only time that Jesus seems to assume the "I-told-you-so" 
attitude was when he was eng~ed in a polemic with his oppo-
nents and needed to have the authority of the scriptw·es to 
back up pis own teachirog. This is true of Jesus' reply to 
the Pharisees as they criticised him :for eating with publi-
cans &r..d sinners. When he was engaged in the altercatio1:. 
with Satan in the wilderness he relies on the authority of 
the Law for his own answers in each of the three instances. 
Jesus :t.'elt himself to oe in thorough keeping with the 
authority of the scriptures. J..n example of this is the 
li ,, 
t! ,, 
li I, 
of Jesus to the Pharisees as be was eatir..g with the publicans' 
and sinners. There was never a doubt in Jesus' mind that· ', 
i.! his n;esssge was entirely in kee.,ing with Law and the Prophets<] 
,, 
lie 1·ealized that his teachiDgs were at variance with the 
-----l. G. ;... Hurst, ~ Litererx Background of .:Yll!. N!!! 
Testament, p. 5 
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I 
accepted interpretation to which the Law and the Prophets 
had been subjected to but he stood like a prophet as he 
:.i 
attempted to turn people ~ack to the spirit of the Law, 
was the will of God. 
Even though Jesus did relY on the authority of the 
scriptures he did not do it much in an obvious fashion. There' 
I 
are but a few times when you feel that Jesus is standing be-
hind the protection of the Law as he opposes the religious 
authorities. The maJor w~ in wbich he relied on the scrip-
tures for authority was in the sermonic use be made o:f scrip-.· 
ture. He was constanti¥ choosing passages, and texts, and 
familiar s~ings or events which would impress people with 
the similarity of occasions and the parallel of need :for a 
return to a similar message of the prophets or to the true 
,, 
!I 
·I 
I 
il 
spirit of the Law. I feel that this was a conscious finesse ii 
with which Jesus used the authority of the Law without brazen1 
I 
lY hiding behind its barriers. 
Another w~ in which Jesus used his quotations was to 
give exaJllPles of and point to the historical :fulfillment of 
prophecy. It is true that he often quoted from actual pro-
phecy and found in it a parallel situation to some event of 
his own lifetime. His entire interest was in building 
character and transforming life. He was trying to show his 
w~ of life to his generation. His biggest Job was to con-
vince them that he was right and to that end he quoted the 
scriptures of bis d~. 
I ,, 
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By far the greatest use to which the ~terial of the 
Test=ent was :.:.ut by Jesus in quotatio~ wo..s the homiletic 
use. J~c text, as illustrc.tion, as a supply of f=iliar 
material this rel~ious literature of Israel was the most 
valuable source to Jesus. "To Jesus ••• the people, pl<..ces, 
II 
I Old~~ 
'I 
1! 
,, 
:: ,, 
incidents, .and figures of speech of the Ole! Te;;,t=ent were so], 
well kno'.:.'Il that they i'ormed the n..ost usua:ble =terial of 
1 
co=on speech." In discussing this same point JJarie Louis 
Eu=el has written, "By re...son of their love for tbe Old 
!I 
Teste.;r.ent and their famil.iarity with its contents, Christ in j
1 
i: 
his discourses to the Jewish people used this sacred text 
,, 
. i! 
as a co=on n:eeti:ng groUL.d, as a busis upon which he estab- 1; 
lished the new truths \Yhich he wished t.o comrmm:l c<:..te to 
2 
tben:." Jesus found a parallel in the condition to which 
Uicah was preaching in 7:6 and the situation which he was 
!I 
il 
I 
i[ 
! 
i: 
i' 
!: 
·I facirJg himself in !.!atthew 10:35. The phrase with which 11 
Jesus praised John the 'Baptist was .for~ser.t.:onic stre:Qgth. [j 
• , :I 
There was no indication th<;J.t Lh.is was t.o w1 tneso the histori-l 
cal fulfillment of prophecy. ~ times Jesus uses figvres 
o.f speech or short sentences which are fromiliar to the Jews 
and which will color his sermon and briz~ the listeners 
closer to him in a co~on quest for God. 
-----1 
2 
J~other use o£ Jesus for the Old Test~ent is to 
rr. L. '\'iillet.t, Q!!!: Eible, p. 149 
A Factor of Old Testament Influence in the new 
TestM:Jent;-p:-81 - ~ -
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and illumin&te it in accordl.nce with his own en:phasis and 
~ress<ge. This is different :from the use of which we have 
alreudy spoken. Ee was constantly seizing upon the essential 
spiritual content of' the ancient laws and mess~es 
theL~ ir~ ceathless principles of spiritual truths. 
and settir..g 
!i 
Ee was 'i 
Irokir;g eterns.l and universal v•hat had been !?articular and 
I 
definite. Ee did not come to destroy, but he carr:e as a loyal' 
and devout Jew buildir.g on the :foundation which he had found 
in Jewish religion. In doing this he separated the real 
vital principles of' action from the forrr~l and transitory. 
This is the idea which Jesus rr.eant when he said, "I ccu::e not 
to destroy but to :fulfill." . This is essentially what he was 
doing 11. his words on the decalogue found in the fifth 
chapter of l.!atthew. "Ye iaJ.Ve heard that it was said o1' you 
in old times •• " 11but I say unto you. ••" not abrogating the 
old laws and regulatiorjjJ but trying to lllllke this formal re-
gulation penetrate deeper into the well-spring of life, the 
human heort. He realized thLt if' the man was guidir;g his 
actions from his heart then he would be controlled by the 
highest and best. 
., 
• I 
I I; ,, 
The last use to which Jesus put the Old Testan;ent m;.s one' 
:I that caused it to be such a power:f'ul influence in his life ••• 
>i 
the use of it in his own personal religious life. v;e cannot :1 
have a true picture of Jesus without the fact that he was a \ 
:i 
faith:f'ul render of the Bible, one who had much of it laid 1] 
! 
' 
up in his heort, as a result of his Jewish training. J..s 
I 
-------~-- -----~ -··------~----·----- _________ __;_!.._ ______ _ 
Jesus repeated the Psal.llls by memory, or recalled the nc..rrs.- · 
tives of the heroes of Isruel he saw before him the God of 
Israel. He developed a passion to hold this God, His ]'ather, 
up more clearly before his fellow men. I do not feel that 
' 
we can over emphasize this use to t~hich Jesus put the Old 
Testament. He was constantly using it with the insight and 
fitness of one who had studied it and loved it. In his agony: 
of death he called forth in the words of a Psalm. In the 
light of these facts we must agree with Walter Bunay when 
he says: "For Jesus the Old Testament was something more 
J.iving, soathing more intimateJ.y, and intensely personal.. ••· 
For Jesus the Old Testament writings were devotional docu-
ments. They were sources of personal religious light and 
J. 
strength." 
!j 
:, 
., 
I 
:I ,. 
The second maJor question, upon which our study has 
thrown considerabJ.e J.ight, is the question concerning the 
critical knowledge which Jesus po~sessed concerning the 
origin and authorship of the various books of his Bible. :i The 
'! 
majority of schoJ.ars agree that Jesus dispJ.ayed no critical 
interest in the Bible. He attributed a PsaJ.m to David that 
did not beJ.ong to him and accepted the traditional theories 
concerning the rest of the writings. A. s. Peake holds that 
Jesus did not have a critical knowledge of OJ.d Testament 
origins and "never thought in his references to Moses, David 
-----
J. I!!! Religion of Jesus, P• lB 
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' II 
and Isaiah of giviDg an authoritative judgment on the history:r 
. 1 i or mode of origin of these books." The only critical att -
tude with which Jesus approached the Old Testament was a 
religious .criticism. OUr study leads us to agree with 
· Borchert that "He did not r&gard it with the eyes of the 
modern historical writer. His interest in it was purely re-
ligious. For him it was the storehouse of the acts of the 
2 living and righteous God." Walter E. Bundy maintains that 
II 
1: 
:1 
I· 
in the history of modern Biblical criticism it would be dif- :! 
-
ficult to find a more severe critic of the Old Testament 
than Jesus was.3 But the type of criticism was a selective 
religious attitude that would build respect for the Bible 
and character for life rather than destroy man's faith in 
this wonderful book. The sole criterion··of Jesus accept-
ance of a passage from the Old Testament was its ralidi ty 
I 
;I 
I, 
!I 
:I 
II 
!I 
!i 
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" II 
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I 
in the light of his revelation of God and his will i'or. men. · 
"The liberty and duty of moral criticism of the Old Testament 1 
has been bequeathed to the church by Jesus himself.· By his 
1: 
II 
supreme indifference to many observances of the Old Testament'! 
. :i 
by his deliberate transgression of others, by his criticism 
of its transitory character, as also by his failure to be-
queath about circumcision, sacrifice, or temple-worship, 
Jesus inaugurated that higher life of spirit to which the 
Old Testament could serve only as a stepping stone---His 
-----1 The Bible, p. 106 
2 Otto Borchert, !ill! OriginG..l Jesus, P• 229 
3 The Religion .21: Jesus, p. 28 
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I 
i 
; denial of finality to the Old Testament was combined with an 11 
attitude 
strl,lggle 
of reverence toward it as the record of a 
after God which he had con:e to fulfil1. 111 
splendid 
Vie have seen that Jesus did have a critical view of the 
material of the Bible of his day. However we have said that 
this was a_ critical consciousness of content rather than of 
source and origin. This being the case, 1'Jhat was Jesus' 
opinion of the three sections of his Bible? Did he show 
preference and did he ignore any portions of it? Jesus did 
set a fine ex~ple of a discriminating use of the written 
word. He had an open mind to the literary and religious 
development of the scriptures. He did not feel that all the 
works were of equal value; nor did he hold that they were 
infallible, nor exclusive of all later revelation. ~~en we 
look at the chert of the quotations2and their sources, it is 
interesting to note that he ignores such books as Joshua, 
Ju(,jges, Ecclesiastes, Kings, Ezra, Uehemiah and Esther while 
I and II Samuel have but one brief excerpt in the-quotations. 
}~ther examination will reveal that he takea many quotations 
from such writings a: isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel and ot"ten 
turns to the pages of the Psalms. With this in mind we must 
I 
rl agree with Borchert when he writes: "Viho can deny that he had II 
a very clear comprehension of the value to be placed on the 
~:::~rent books of the Old Testament.."3 Jesus took many of _ . ;II 
1 w. F. Bade, The Q1g Testament .!!! the Light of Today, 
1 
2 
3 
P• 9 . 
See J.ppendix 
Otto Borchert, Ql2 • ill• , p. 231 
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his quotations !rom the Law and attached much value to the 
first five books of our Old Testament as long as they were 
observed and the spirit o£ the law kept. We cannot say 
that any one section o£ the Hebrew Bible attracted any more 
of Jesus• interest in quotation than the others for he took 
about as maey from each. However the important portiom of 
his teaching and message were supplemented and illustrated 
from the Books of the Prophets more than £rom the Law or the 
Writings. Jesus showed a decided preference for the litera-
ture of the Prophets and particularlY for Isaiah. 
We have seen how Jesus ;vas a son of his people in his 
attitude toward his Bible. He was thoroughlY at home in its 
pages, he thrilled to its great characters, and marveled at 
the depth of their teachings. Above all else he was reverent 
before the God that he found there revealed to him. Others 
of his race had forgotten God in their desire to be formally 
holy. Jesus stood as a Prophet pointing the people back to 
the essentials of vital religion snd faith. In doing this 
he made intelligent and enthusiastic use of the Law, the 
Prophets and the Writings. In a.dopti.rg the Jewish ideas, 
he at the same time recreated them snd charged them with a 
new quality which made them more living and effectual. 
!i 
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DIGEST OF THE THESIS 
The purpose of this study is to answer three questions: 
(1) What was Jesus use of the Old Testament; (2) did Jesus 
show a critical knowledge of the Bible or only a general 
grasp of its meaning; and (3) what was Jesus' evaluation of 
the writiQgs of his Bible? 
The Bible at the time of Jesus contained three major 
sections~ The five books of the Law or the Torah which was 
··--------
the original scripture traditionally ascribed to' Moses. The , 
books of the Former and the Latter prophets known as the 
Prophets or the Nebiim. The books of the final section, 
known as the writiQgs or the Kethubim• were added as late 
as 120 B. c. 
The method which was pursued in arrivillg at the con-
clusions was to consider each of the quotations separately 
after which the results were analyzed and the conclusions 
reached. It was determined that Jesus made three uses of the 
material be quoted from the scriptures. In the first place 
be used the Old Testament' as a source of quotation for the 
authority that it would give to hia preachiDg and his 
teachillg. This was not always an apparent appeal for 
authority but came from the constant use of the scriptures 
which were so familiar and so revered by the Jews. The 
second major use to which Jesus put the Old Testament quo-
tations was a sermonic use. The maJority o£ the cases where 
he cited a scriptural pass~e was for a sermonic reason. 
Due to the familiarity of the audience it made a splendid 
source for illustrations, references, familiar quotations 
,, 
i 
" ii 
and texts for sermons. The third way in which the scriptures i 
were refered.to by Jesus was for the purpose of fulfilling 
them. The fulfil:.ing must be thought of in terms of estab-
lishing the l.aw and the prophets, of bringing the essence 
of them into the hearts and lives of men. The final way which 
Jesus made use of the Bible gave strength and character to 
his other ways of employing it. That is, Jesus•. use o.f the 
Bible in his personal devotional life. It woul.d be very 
difficult to over-emphasize this fact in Jesus' l.ite. He 
was filled to the brim with the passages which he had 
memorized and he was in constant contact with it, using it 
in his hours of need, in his temptation, in the Garden; and 
,i 
!I 
., 
i[ 
I, 
il 
!i ,, 
;I 
in his ~oey he cried forth with words taken from the Psalms. ,, 
Jesus accepted the traditional view of the authorship 
and origin of the scriptures. He did not have what we can 
call a critical. attitude toward the Bible. However one ' 
scholar declares that he doubts if there ever was a more 
critical student of the Bibl.e than Jesus. The criterion of 
his critical attitude, however, was an ethical one~ He care-
ful.l.y sel.ected the various quotations and portions which he 
refered to on the basis of content. This is the true type 
of criticism for the origin and author are of l.ittle signi-
ficance if the contents is inspired. 
70 
Jesus did evaluate the various sections of the Bible. 
Of all the Former Prophets, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings 
he only quoted once,_ while more than a dozen quotations were 
taken from Isaiah and :t.he other prophets had a large numbe:r. 
The section of the Prophets was the most important in his 
' 
,! 
'n 
teaching and preachl.ng. The Law was also held in high esteem , 
f . ; 
by Jesus. He felt that his teaching was in keeping with the 
spirit ot' it. He accepted it and set abo,ut th:rough his 
ministry to interpret it to his fo~~owers. 
:: ,, 
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Old Testament passages auoted l2:i; Jesus in the 5Ynopticsa 
Genesis- {Law) . . 
1:27- f!.att 19:4-6; Mark 1.0:6-8 
2:24- Matt 19:5; IJark l.Or7 
5:2- Matt 19:4-6; Mark 1.0:6-8 
18:14- Matt 19:26; Mark 10:27; ~uke'1:37 
Exodus- (Law) 
3:6;15- Matt 22a32; Mark 12:36; Luke 20:37 
20:7- Matt 5:33 
20:12-16- Matt 19:18-191 Mark 10:19; Luke 18:20 
26:12- Matt 15:4; Mark ·fl10 . 
20:1.3- Matt 5::;11 19:18; Mark 10:19; Luke 18:20 
20:14- Matt 5a21i 19:18; Mark 10:1.9; Luke 18:20 
21:17- Matt l5:4e; Mark 7:10 
21:24~ Matt 5:38 
Leviticus- (Law) 
19:12- Matt 5:33 
19:18- Matt 19:18-19; Mark 10:19; Luke 18:20 
Matt 22:37•39; Mark 12:29-31; Luke 10:27 
20:9- Matt 15:4; Mark 7a10 
24:20. Matt 5:38 
29:18- Matt 5:43 
Numbers- (Law) . 
30:2- Matt 5:33 
Deuteronomy- (Law) 
5:1- Uatt 5:27; ;9:18; Mark l0f19J Luke 18:20 
5:16- Matt 15:4J Mark 7:10 
5:17- Matt 5:21; 19:18; Mark 10:19; Luke 18:20 
5:18-20- Untt 19:18-19; Mark 10:19; Luke 18:20 
6:4-5- Matt 22:37-39; Mark 1.2:29-31; Luke 10:27 
6:13- Matt 4:10; Luke 4:8 
6:16- Mark 4:7; Luke 4a12 
8a3- Matt 4a4; !..>~e 4:4 
19:15- Matt 18:16 
II 
I 
19:21- Matt 5:38 I 
23:21- Matt 5&33; 19:18 I 
24:1- Matt 5:31; l9a9; Mark 10:ll-12; Luke 16:18 
I samuel- (Prophets) II 
15:22- uatt 12:7 
II Cbr9nic1es~ {Writings) 
15:6 
Psslrr§- (Writings) 
8:2- Matt 21:16 
8:7- i.iatt 2~:44; Mark 12::36; Luke 20:42 
11:1?- Matt 5:7 
22:1- Matt 27:46; ~k 15:34 
24:4- Matt 5:8 
33:26- Matt5:7 
:3'7:1- Matt 5:5 
42:6-
55:1-2- Matt 5:6 
61:13- Matt 5:3; L~e 6:20 
62:12- Matt 16:27 
72:3-7- Matt 5:~ 
85:11- Matt 5:9 
104:12- L!att 13:32; hlark 4:32; Luke 13:10 
107- Matt 22:44; Mark 12:36; Luke 20:42 
110:1- ~tt 22:44; Mark 12:36 Luke 20:42 
117- Matt 21:42; Mark 12:10-11; Luke 20:17 
118:22- Matt 21:42; Mark 12:10; Luke 20:17 
118:26- Matt 21:9; 23:39; Mark 11:9; Luke 19:38; 13:35 
Proverbs- (Writings) 
12:20- Matt 5:9 
24:12- l~tt 16:27 
Isaiah- (Prophets) 
5:112- Matt 21:33; Mark 12:2; Luke 20:9 
6:9-10- Matt 13:14-15; :~.lark 4:12; 8:18; Luke 8:10 
8:14-15- Luke 20:18 
20:19- Matt 5:3; Luke 6:20 
29:13- Ms;t:.t 15:8-9; Luke 7:6-7 
56:7- Matt 21:13; Mark 11: 17; Luke 19:4 
61:1-2- Luke 4:18-19 
_ ·~- Matt 5:3; Luke 6:20 
61:13- Matt 5:4; Luke 6:2 
66:2- Matt 5:3; Luke 6:20 
Jeremiah- (Prophets) 
7:11- Matt 21:13; l.lark 11:17; Luke 19:4 
22:5- Matt 23:38; i.uke 13:35 
37:34- Matt 21:13; :.:ark 11:17; Luke 19:4 
Ezekiel- (Prophets) 
l7:23- Ua.t1. 13:32; Mark 4:32; Luke 13:19 
34:2- ~att 26:31; Mark 14:27 
36:6- Matt 13:32; Mark 4:32; Luke 13:19 
I 
! 
II 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
II 
Daniel- (v,·ri tir.gs) 
4:12- Uatt 12:32; .Mark 4:32; Luke 13:19 
7:14- Luke 20:18 
7:25-7- Matt 5:10; Luke 12:32 
Hosea- (Prophets) 
6:6- Matt 9:12: 12:7 
Jonah- (Prophets) 
1:17- Matt 12:39-42; Mark 8:12; Luke 11:29-32 
Micah- (Prophets) 
7:6- 10:35-36; !!m'k 13:12; Luke 12:52-SS 
Zechariah- (Prophets) 
12:'1- JJatt 26:31; !Jiark 14:27 
Malachi- (Prophets) 
3:1- Matt 11:10; L!ark 1:2; Luke 7:27 
--------- - . ------.. .. ·-·- -- ----
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Words 2l Jesus in ~ Stdoptica containing quotations ~rom 
,ll£ 2......:;:; •;estment. -
Matthew Mark 
4_14 
4:7 
4:10 
5:3 
5:4 
5:5 
5:6 
5:7 
5:8 
5:9 
5:10 
5:21 I 
19:l8 
5:27 I 
19:18 
5:31 
i~~fs I 
5:38 
5a43 
9:13 
10:35-36 
11:10 
11:23 
12:39-42 
13:14-15 
J.3t22 
15:4 
1.5:8-9 
16:27 
18:16 
19:4-6 
19:5 
fl:4 
4:12 
4:8 
6:<.0 
6:2 
4:18-19 
6:21 
12:32 
18:20 
. 10:19 1.8:20 
10:ll-12 16:1.8 
13:12 
1:2 
8:121 4:12 
8:1.8 
4132 
7:10 
7:6•7 
10:6-8 
10:7 
12:52-53 
7:27 
10:15 
11:89-32 
8:10 
13:19 
~ .L. Reference Page in 
Thesis 
Deuteronomy 8:3 1.8 
Deuteronomy 6:16 19 
Deuteronomy 6:13 19 
jiSaicl:l 20:19; 61:1; 
66:2; Psalms 61:13 20 
Isalall 61:13 20 
\Isaiah 61:1-2; 56:6 
'12:7 . 41 
Psalms 36:11 20 
Psa~s 55:1-2 20 
Psalms 33a26; 11:17 20 
Psalms 24:4 20 
Psalms 72:3-7; 85:11 
Proverbs 12:20 20 
Daniel 7:25-27 20 
jExodus 20: l3 
Deuteronomy 5:17 20 
~euteronomy 5:1.8 
bOXOduS 20 :14 20 
Deuteronomy 24:1 21 
~umbez·s 30:2J Exodus 20:7 viticus 19:12 21 uteronomy 23:21 · 
odus 21:24; 
vi ticus 24:20 
uteronomy 19:21 21 
L.evit.J.cus 29:18 21 
Hosea 6:6 31 
illcall 7:6 31 
Ma1~chi 3:1 32 
Isaiah 14:13-15 33 
Jonah 1:17 48 
Isaiah 6:B-l0 34 
Daniel 4:12 
'
Ezekiel 1'7:23; 31:6-51 & 35 
Exodus 21:17 
Leviticus 20:9 22 
Iaaiu.ll 29:13 36 
!Proverbs 24:12 
~salms·62:12 51 
Deuteronomy 19:15 23 
Genesis 1:27; 5:2 
Genesis 2: 24 23 
il 
I 
--- --- ----- --·- - -·- --- ~ I 
- .--- -
- - --.-- I 
Matthew ~ Luke o. L_ Reference ~in 
T is 
19118-19 J.Oal9 18-20 I Exocus 20112•16 
Deuteronomw 5:16-20 
Leviticus 19118 24 
19af:6 10127 1;37 Genesis 18a14 25 
21:13 11:17 19:4 1 Isaiah 56:7 
Jeremiah 7: llJ 37:34. 37 
21:16 Psalms 8:2 52 
21:33 12:2 20;9 Isaieh 5:1-2 38 
21:42 12:10-ll 20:17 Psalms ll8:22; 117: 53 
22:32 12:26 20:37 Exodus 3:6; 3:15 25 
2faS7•39 12:29-31 16:27 !Deuteronomy 6:4•5 
Leviticus 19:18 . 26 
22:A4 12136 20142 Psalms ll.011! 1071 81? 54 
23:38 13:35 Jeremiah 221 39 
23:39 J.1a9 19:381 
21:9 13:35 Psalms 118126 56 
24:29 13;25-25 21;25-26 (See page 40) 40 
2613J. 14:27 1 Zecl:..ariah J.3a7 
. Ezekiel 34.;2 41 
27146 J.5:24 Psalms 22:J. 56 
20al8 1 Isaiah 8: J.4-14 
Daniel 7114 43 
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